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Jiffies. FrankelieWandRefusesitadioMomaRole

2000. Def 'Storm' To Hear NAACP,Leader
NAACP Scenes: Leader Quizzed; Throng Packs Church; Mississippi Visitors
- ••••'

MORE THAN 2,000 CITIZENS
merched through rain to hear
Thurgood Marshall declare at
Metropolitan Baptist church
Thursday night that the cold
war is over as far as the fib

jag of integration suits are
concerned. The famed civil
rights attorney, here to kickoff
the Memphis chapter NAACP
membership drive, meets the
press in photo left on WHIA's

"Brown America Speaks."
Reading clockwise from Mr.
Marshall, extreme left, a r e:
Nat D. Williams, forum mod.
erator: Raymond F. Tisby,
managing editor, Memphis

World; L. Alex Wilson, editor
and general manager, Tri-State
Defender, and ('lark Porteous,
staff writer, Memphis PressScimitar. Center picture shows
Mr. Marshall addressing the

buge crowd that jammed the
church to hear the man isho
spearheaded the suits %tech
led to the Supreme Court's
outlawing of public school seg.
regation. At right are a group

of Mississippians who helped
swell the capacity audience.
Seated from left are John C.
Melchor, Medgar Evers, N. A.
A. C. P. field secretary for
Mississippi; Cleo Jackson and

H. Y. Hackett. Standing same
order: Atty. C. A. Hall, Wade
Walton, Dr. Aaron Henry, pre•
would be filed after the N. A.
A. C. P. chapter, and M. C.
King. Mr. Marshall said a
membership spurt in 1951 fol.

lowing the formation and ace
tisities of the Citizens Councils.
He promised more area suits
would be field after the N. A.
A. C. P.'s southwide meet te
be held in Atlanta on Feb. 18.
(Kerns•Withers Photos.)

Lawyer Gives Stand On Integration

2,000 Hit'Storm'
To Hear Marshall
By L. ALEX WILSON
ga
The time had come in Memphis for a respected voice
Ilkf authority to clear the air of confusion about integration and desegregation, and the ,.NAACP.
For weeks local Negro citizens-had quietly read and
listened to the plans of several southern states to bypass

THE

• ti

Tri-State Defender

Heads Unit
Of White
Council

the Supreme Court's ban on segregation in public schools: some had I Tri-State Defender: "I'll be back
'The South's Independent Weldif
become a bit concerned over the soon." That was Wednesday eve.
attacks from influential media of fling. Feb. 1.
expression and extremist groups
The
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE—SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 11, 1956
news
spread,
of the arrival VOL. V—No. 15
By MOSES .1. NEWS03
on the NAACP. They had been told
two
leaders,
of
Hundreds
the
rein effect, that "good, decent NeA
local white lawyer who once
it with elation. But a test
groes' are not ipterested in en- ceived
handled
NAACP cases here and
coming,
not
been
which had
was
joying first-class citizenship.
now heads a Citizens Council chapthe
in
likely
',
crop
thought
up
Still there was silence, but not
ter says he still believes in full
lack of thought, on the controver- equation.
equal rights for the Negro but is
my over integration and desegre- Thursday morning came, the
firmly against integration at this
cation from Memphis and Shelby morning of the day that Atty.
time.
MetroMarshall was to speak at
county Negroes.
Atty. Robert A. Tillman, prest.
Then the time canto for action politan Baptist church, pastored
dent of the Southeast Memptdi
series
Owen.
Rey.
A
steady
S.
a
A.
by.
In
/T
from the silent .ones.
I
Two former members of the Tr- chapter, Association of Citizens
I Forty•one adults from Tidewat r
of swift strokes, approved and downpour of rain pelted the city.
State Defender family re-joined Councils of Tennessee, told t h
drive
of
the
annual
Abe
Scharff
membership
The
auctioned by some of the stal- As tha hour of 8 p. m. approached
Virginia were awarded diplomas the staff last week. They are 0. B. Defender in an
interview, "My port citizens of the city, it was for Mr. Marshall's address, the Branch YMCA got underway last week with a goal of 5,from four departments of the Di- Johnson and Claude Joyner, who sition might sound a little
incon.
Mrs. Frankel!' Wand, popular
ade clear to National NAACP skies began to unleash a nigh tor- 000 members.
sistent," but that is where hi
star of WCBIt's "A Worun's vision of Technology p.t. liamPtae
headquarters that the Memphis rential flood • ., A rainstorm it
stands.
The Drive will extend thru Februart.
World" program, has quit the sfa! Institnti last week in the college'
branch needed the presence of was.
Atty. Tillman said, "I think the
first
experiment
with
Lion
offering
in
low
protest against the "MamHeading the campaign for the second consecutive year
One observer said: "Only the
It, most distinguished leader to
time will come when we can have
ma Frankly" type program she cost technology training, througl
(1) launch the annual local N. A. pure in heart will attend tonight." is Editor L. Alex Wilson, of the
integration," but he declined to ea.
says the newssitation owners want- night classes, to adults of the sur
A. C. P. membership drive and to ,,
Tri-State Defender. Co-chairman is Frank Lewis, a teacher at Mel- ed
See 2.1)". Page 2
timate how long, in terms of years,
rounding community.
her to conduct.
(2) clear the air here of confusion
rose High School.
it would be before integration
The main address of the unique
Mrs. Wand said in "an open
created by fringe groups over the
would have his approval.
TIME
IS
NOW
commencement
ceremony
was
deseletter
to my friends and listeners"
deSupreme Court's decrees on
NEGRO CLIENTS
Mr. Wilson and Mr. Lewis In a that her resignation was prompt- livered by Hampton president,
gregation.
However, Atty. Tillman point.
joint etatement said:
ed by a new policy which she "con- Dr. Alonzo 'G. Moron.
NAACP RESPONDS
ed out, I "still represent quite a
National NAACP headquarters
AN EDITORIAL
Commending those who took ad"We ask the public to give its siders degrading."
few Negroes" in my business,
full suppor t, as last year in
rallied to the call for help. It sent
Her new role, Mrs. Wand stat- vantage of this opportunity to fur"and
just yesterday (Thursday)
As a result of the editor of this newspaper voicing
ther
develop
Branch
their
Scharff
Abe
abilitiess
is
famed Atty. Thurgood Marshall to
ed,
this drive.
Dr.
called for her wearing "a
had a Negro minister in to sea
approval of a kind of gradualism in desegregation and
perform the operation. With him
on theverge of getting the fa- maid's uniform when making pub- Moron expressed disappointment
me."
integration while appearing on a panel discussion, he
came NAACP's to man,Roy Wilcitifies' and personnel which will , lic appearances in the stores" and over the general lack of interest
A number of Negroes have er•
a
only
spending
gradubusiness,
of
institution
in
what
adult
kind
the
clarify
the
education
make
dynamic
which
further
prevailed
kins, on
slurring her words in an effort
has been asked to
pressed surprise in Atty. Tillman's
Christie,. organization ne eded to talk down to "the ignorant throughout the area, including the
few hours in the city. He told the
alism he and his newspaper advocate.
activities as a leader of a Citilocal governments.
The Tri-State Defender approves the type of gradu- herr•teioals of $6,500 and 5,000 mem- man."
zens Council. He is remembered
W. M. II. (Bill) Smith, station
for his connections with two N.
alism that requires a scheduled, step-by-step program
bers have been set. We can reach general manager, had no comment
A, A. C. P. cases here which inwhich outlines WHEN desegregation and integration
them only with your help. Through on the statement when contacted
volved white police officers a nd
will begin in the community; in WHAT area of public
your
success in this effort you,
Sunday.
Negro women.
affairs the action will be launched and terminated;
sons and daughters will realize a THE STATEMENT
Atty. Tillman, a former gee.
CLAUDE ROBINSON
Mrs. Wand's statement!
long dream of real and tangible
and HOW racial barriers will be eliminated.
eral sessions judge, served t h•
NEW
YORK
—
John
A.
Morsel,
"Five
benefits
YMCA
years
servin
overall
ago on the second
We do not endorse the laissez-faire,, evolutionary
have been assigned to the circu- chapter NAACP as a legal
advisor
ice in this community. When the day of February, 1 did my first of this city has been appointed as- lation department.
form of gradualism which may be likened to a rudderon the case in which two white
sistant
to
the
executive
secretary
contacts
membership
solicitor
broadcast
on
local
radio
in
a
reguMr. Johnson, prior to his brief officers were charged with
less ship drifting at sea.
Integration in Oklahoma Is excrimiyou, remember the investment lar program. I have missed only of the NAACP, Roy Wilkins, the stint with the Tri-State Times, did nal
The position of the editor of this newspaper and
attacks on two Negro women.
association
's
executive
secretary,
pected to save the state up to $1
you make will pay worthwhile two scheduled programs during
a
highly
creditable
job
with
the
The officers were acquitted.
the newspaper itself is synonymous.
million in state aid funds and redividends for you and your fami- the years and then because of ill- has announced.
Tri-State Defender in circulation. BEATEN BY POLICE
sults in the closing of most of the
Already the resistance forces and some media of
Morsell, who holds a doctorate in A school teacher
ness. My latest affiliation was
ly."
and widely
The second case, actively pre.
remaining all-Negro high schools.
substance are contending that the masses of Negroes NEW WORKER
with radio station WCBR and sociology from Columbia univer- known in this area, he will serve
secuted
by Atty. Tillman, involv.
This will be done through a relack satisfactory education stature, substantial cutAn additional worker has been now that I am no longer there sity, has been study director of on a part-time basis in an expand- ed a pregnant
woman, Mrs. Adecently adopted finance plan which
International Research Associates,
laide Hudson, who was beaten by
See SCHARFF, page 2
See WARD, page
the State Board of Education de- See EDITORIAL. page 2
Inc., for the past five years.
See JOHNSON, page 2
a police officer. A city Court fins
scribed as the State's firm policy
against Mrs. Hudson was finally
on integration. It provides:
reversed by the Appeals Court if.
(1) In the future school districts
ter the Circuit Court had upheld
will combine the totals of white
the fine.
and Negro students in figuring the
Atty. Tillman fought this ens
number of teachers on which they
on grounds that the officer Was
will draw state aid, and (2) both
making an illegal arrest.
white and Negro children in a
The attorney came into thellmeschool district will have the same
light last week when he declared
. transportation area.
that Governor Frank Clement
state Board of Education office'05 atue; guitrie2 mon !
1 owe I HONOR SOCIETY
By Moses J. Newson
There are 16 members in the I introduction of inductees, the 0th"would sell his birthright to get the
singer
of
religious
Helaine
songs,
Honor
and
Miss
The
feels,
society,
all
nothing
has
:ng
this
society,
new,
report
It's
thing
of
cards
course,
of
teenagers
er the regular chapel program,
gee OKLAHOMA page 2
votes of Negroes in the North in
Vera
Little,
a
Manassas
a
important
graduate
"as
is
most
promoter
I that stay up to the A and B level.
As student council president at order to be elected Vice
naturally being optimistic, but more and more their outPresilooks are reflecting personal faith in this near future in now an internationally f amous of a scholarship attitude among ; They have two programs scheddent" and called for the election
(Continued OU Page 3
being
students."
this
the
year,
uled
one
for
which they will be the history makers.
See UNIT, page 2
They're getting ready to step out into that future
.e.0111
•
1111‘
capable of pining roles in a widespread area. Fight Manassass dent-faculty relationship and to
High
-nt leaders talked to are furnish citizenship training."
typical. ne will take a pre-dental
Studentl.in grades seven through
course in college, another wants 12 vote fde officers of the council.
The new "screening" program to be a psychiatrist and still an- The council has 44
direct mema', Memphis State college which ef- other wants to be an electrical bers and 44 indirect
or alternate
fectively blocked admittance of engineer. And so it goes.
members, two from each home.
any Negroes to the State support- CHARLES HELAINE
ai•
room of the six voting grades.
Larceny charges were placed
ed institution this semester, is
HALL
The
OF
FAME
one
amwith
the
pre-dental
last week against a white service
IR now being groomed for applieieteen hall niPtitercio direct
bitions is 17-year-old Charles Hestation' filling station night mancation at all levels.
laine, sop of Mr. and Mrs. L. D. traffic in the corridors and four
ager who used "a Negro man'
Presently it is given only to
Helaine, of 1391 Kney.
cafeteria doormen are appointed
as the goat in his robbery hoar.
transfer and graduate level stuA senior, Helaine is president of by the president of the council to
Charles Campbell, 20, of 2613
delfts who do not have "around
Manassas' Student council a n d serve six-week tours of duty. The
Whitman,
pleaded not guilty to takthe
school
from
average"
a 13
Honor society. Mrs. Addie Jones, cafeteria doormen regulate trafing $118.57 from the Blue and
they previously attended Or gradu- history teacher, and 0. T. Peeples,
fis into the dining hall.
White station at Highway 51 and
ated from.
history and English, are council
Helaine and his fellow council
South
Raines rd. and wos bound
the
applicants
for
some
40
Of the
advisors and Mrs. Ethel Perkins, members are completing plans for
to the state under $1,100 bond.
graduate school, only 11 of these,
English, is honor society advisor. the setting up of the Manassas
Earlier Campbell had told It
' uding four Negroes, were ask- Helaine says the major objecHall of Fame which would include
story
of being robbed by a Ne.
"screening."
the
undergo
to
tives of the student council at Ma- persons of high achievement in
gre who held his hand in his pockes of the Negroes took the ap- nassas
MISS ZENOBIA JOHNSON,
In Fire Prevention competifootball queen and was recentare to "provide an oppor- school or after graduating. It CHARLES HELAINE, presi•
et as if he had a gun.
titude and essay tests but none
president of-the Double Tenere,
tion. Trophy at right was won
dent of the student council and
ly voted prettiest girt en the
would include such people, HeIle admitted the first story was
passed. Two whites took the tests tunity for pupil self exprelsion, to
an 11-girl club, wants to be 2
last year by band. (Newson
ampus by schoolmates.(Nee improve attitudes and behaviors' laine said, as Cleophus Robinson, honor society displays two of
a hoax under questioning of Lts.
dietitian. She was this year's
Photo)
sou Moto)
of students, to promotl better stu- a former student council president the awards his school has won
Aubrey Smith and Sid Hall.
in HIT l'AllP. page 2 '

Price 15c

Diplomas Johnson, Joyner
Abe Scharff YM Branch Mrs. Wand.,41
Gwen Adults
nsMembershipDrive Turns Down At Hampton Back On Staff

om KOIC

k
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This Matter

Okla. To Save
$1 Million By
Desegregation

Appoint Morsel!
To NAACP Post

Today's Teenagers----Tomorrows Leaders

Manassas Leader; Reflect Faith In WhatFuture Holds

it Part Of MSC
'Screening Test'

1.

4

Tries To Make
Negro The'Goat'

They hare gust as much chance point to a single reason why
to put the FBI out as to put the Ralph Bunche's children can't go
to school with white children.
NAACP out.
Sat., Feb. 11, 1956
"They are intellectual, and their
"It is being said that if white
(Continued from page 1)
and Negro children go to element- Peppy is the biggest man in the
ary school together, they'll marry. world today in foreign affairs.
But the Doubting Thomases —
"If they could esegregate i
"Well," Mr. Marshall stressed,
and there were more than a few —
Maxie. Ark., they could in Ten"they don't marry that early."
were in for a delightful surprise. "Negroes are in state univer- nessee. All we need is a little will
The people came, as if drawn by
sities of 13 states," he explained. power to do it. We have been
a powerful magnet, tying up traf'There has been no trouble at peaceful since May 31. We were
fic; some treading flooded
all where Negroes are in these waiting for the other side to show
streets — from every section of
schools except Lduisiana. There, a their cards. They have.
The 1958 Jubdect, "King Cotton as portrayed by the Melrose dance
the city; and some from nearby
window to the room of a Negro READY TO GO NOW
in
Clanton
Irma
Miss
with
'unit
lump, Again," is shaping up as
towns and cities of Mississippi.
student was broken. But that move
"We are prepared. ?Aka, we're
When the minute hand of the
the most colorful of all these great charge.
was stopped v)lieis the white stu- ready to go. We WO the law
SETTING
for
ARABIAN
readies
it
as
shows
Metropolitan
variety
clock in the rear of
dents themselves set up a 24 hour pretty clear. We don't really need
Then King Cotton Jumps in Arab
Baptist church announced the hour
Ellis auditorium March 8.
watch.
unit
law suits any mere to establish
All the high schools are parti- ia with the St. Augustine
with the hour hand at 8, well
PREACH' the law. WeThave the law on our
WE
WHAT
'PRACTICE
taken.
cipating with their finest talent trained by Miss Geraldine -Burke.
been
had
nigh every seat
"Now as long as Mississippi is side,
now in training for feature parts Paris is on the tour excitingly porAs the minutes ticked away, the
Manasof
"After every law is eliminated
Apaches
flow of citizens from every walk in the Union it has got to play
is the show. King Cotton is Jump- trayed by the
big all over the world this year sas, directed by Mrs. Georgia V.
of life continued, overflowing into by the rules. All the whites and which prohibits rights because of
end his first stop will be Japan Harvey and Mrs. Joan Jones. Alasthe corridors, standing room only, Negroes down there who we re race and color, we are then going
ka's Winter sports get a play
and into the church's educational afraid have left. Those there now to get another law passed, to infrom Douglass with Miss Cecelia
department where they could hear don't need the pity of the North. clude anything we might have
Some $300,000 was put in your missed in the her laws. That is
Willis in charge. Hamilton will
only.
show King Cotton the fiery passion
'YOU ARE TO BE COMMENDED' bank here to help in Mississippi. our goal.
"We will use only lawful means
of Spanish intrigue under the ca:Memphis had passed the test, We are going to help with the
Cornelia
Miss
by our government. We
prescribed
of
handling
crops.
pable
donatattended,
1)
2,000
page
than
More
(Continued from
Detroit, who was present for
president. Looking on from
THE GAVEL that barks at the
Sanders, while the Bokoer T. Wash"The difference between us and ask for support of all Americans,
ing and paying in memberships
Denof
Mid-Winter
Clark,
session,
annual
Legean
the
are
left
States
Central
the
of
meetings
some others, we practice what we who believe in what we believe,
7 feel that I want to Ih•
ington mambo troupe whoops it
•"at least $4,200.
and Jack Pettiford, of Springchanged
ver, Colo., first vice president;
Association
Golf
listeners the reason. Many of you up in Cuba with the chief mambo
The White Citizens' Coun- excluding Communists and mempreach.
cashis
who
Turner,
Jesse
Said
tournament direct.
field,
Robert Wright, of Memphis,
bands here it Orleans hotel
I have met and many I shall nev- artists, Mrs. Mabel Jenkins a n d
ier of the Tri-State Bank of Mem- cils say do unto others, as you bers of the Ku Klux Klan.
by
in
sworn
were
H.
E.
Officers
or.
right,
at
and
treasurer,
preoutgoing
when
Sunday
last
tr meet but have grown to love Nat D. Williams, in charge.
phis and a branch NAACP official: would have them to do unto you, WE'LL GET WHAT WE NEED
H. Johnson of MemDr.
Cochran, of Milwaukee, second
sident Nat Jordan, of St. Louis,
because of your wonderful sup"Any man, regardless of color,
Officials are saying this will be
Photo.)
phis. (Withers
"If that many came in such bad but do it to them first.
vice president. Officers not
presents it to Attorney Oscar
port of my programs and the en- one of the greatest shows. It will
welcome. There is room on the
is
REPRESENTS
WHOM
NAACP
weather ,what would have happenseen are Herman !McKinney, of
Jones, of DeMoines, Iowa, new
touragement I have found in your feature the selection of the "Spir"They say the NAACP doesn't bandwagon for everybody to get
night?"
clear
a
had
had
we
if
ed
lards, letters, telegrams and tele- it of Cotton-Makers Jubilee" from
Memphis' response warmed At- represent all Negroes, and we on, but remember, there is room
phone calls.
for only one in the driver's seat.
beautiful contestants from various
torney Marshall's heart. "I, under don't.
"I have done the kind of show
"We have the NAACP members, That is going to be the NAACP...
admitted,
he
conditions,"
normal
lleges' are noT on sale.
'
that I felt was entertaining, edu- ec
4
the Negro Masons, the Negro Ca"We will meet Feb. 18 in A
Tickets
"would not have ventured out on
rational and ,in good taste. I don't
yard.
front
—
tante
Talmadge's
tholics,
Negro
the
all
Methodists,
a night like this. You are to be
feel that I must talk 'down' to my
of presicommended." The audience ac- three groups, the Negro Baptists It will be a conference
people. WCBR has been sold,
dents of 17 southern state NAACP
—
18
If
all
groups.
that
many
apin
congratulations
the
cepted
pending Federal Communications
We will decide the
propriate manner—pleased silence. Negroes in each state are for de- organizations.
Commission approval at this writlegal programs. If we need more
segregation, who's left?
in
time
no
lost
Marshall
Mr.
(Continued from page 1)
ing. On the 17th of January the •
"How can anybody with a lawyers, we will get them. If we
clearing away the smog over the
View owners, Stanley Ray and Jules
straight
face say that we don't need more money, we will get it.
P.
issues.
Paglin, met with the staff and and one passed, Registrar R.
want integration? How can they . "The period of peace and quiet
he
air,"
the
clear
to
want
"I
said.
Clark
told us that the format and call
say a human, intelligent being so far as law suits are concerned
declared.
Negroes taking the tests were
letters would be changed. Then'on
wants somebody else's foot on his is past. Whatever states continue
MEMBERSHIP LARGER
the 19th of January, I was told O'Ferrell Nelson, of 1391 Silver,
neck? (That point drew approval to defy the Supreme Court will
member of the the life of its ruler, King Saud, one of the greatest rulers the .4rab THAN EVER
newest
(The
WilJ.
Fred
by the general manager what type a Melrose teacher;
have to answer in court.
world family of nations is the who is fighting hard against the world ever has produced.
"Some of the daily press have from the audience.)
• of show I would be expected to liams, of 432 La Clede, and Minor Sudan. Its ruler is King Saud British in the Middle East, He is
NO VIOLENCE
The British say that King Saud,
INTEGRATED
do. That I would be called "Mann- Dandridge, of 1524 Gaby, and in- Ibn Abdul Aziz -1 Faisal Al cast from the same physical mold unlike his wise father, has toss- been deliberately confusing the ON BATTLEFIELD
"States willing to move, we'll
viand
intimidation
Despite
issue.
DeTennessee
bia Frankie" of some such name, terviewer with the
includes as his father, Ibn Saud, who was ed caution to the winds and is olence in Mississippi, we held our "They said we are not ready for work with you. States that won't
domain
his
and
Saud.
Which I consider degrading; that partment of Employment.
the oil rich - kingdom of Saudi 6 ft. 4 in. tall, and who reputedly using bribery and corruption, ac- state conference in Jackson last integration. I say we have been move, we'll take them to see the
'which I had no objection at all beMr. Clark said the screening Arabia. He is in a dispute with had 40 sons and 100 daughters.
companied by threats of adherence
ready since the first Negro laid man. (The court.) We'll not be
year.
lcause I am a Christian and active consisted of a "standard" multilbn Saud died almost three years to the Communist camp, in the efdown his life to defend this coun- provoked by white citizens' counover the Buraimi
Britain
Great
Mississippi
"Our membership in
in Fullview Baptist church at El- pie choice scholastic aptitude exin Eastern Arabia ago at the age of 73 and the pres- for to win more prospectively and South Carolina (hard core re- try. We were ready to spill as cils name-calling or recriminaarea
oil
oasis
lendale, Tenn.; that I would be. amination prepared by the EduAmericans have well en monarch, 54, is his third son oil-rich lands to add to the wealth sistance states) is larger now than much red blood as anybody. If tions. W'e'll not be provoked to
reuired to wear maid's uniform cational Testing Service at Prince- and, as
violence. Violence never settled
in the past, what gen- and the oldest surviving one who of Saudi Arabia.
discovered
ever before. We've got a larger the Negro could integrate blood anything.
When making public appearances ton, N. J., and an essay-type test,
British. con- has been schooled in public ad- CHARGE IMPERIALISM
the
concerns
erally
can
the
he
on
integrate.
battlefield,
national membership than we ever
am-, asking those taking it to "give the
M am•,
In the stores with the name "M
Americans. This, in sum- ministration since he was 13 years
Saudi Arabiahas denied the had before.
"They say the Negro is not edu- "We are religious folks. We
via Frankie" written on the back.' main facts of your life up to cerns
bribery and counter- "And if the White Citizens coun- cationally qualified, that he does don't believe in violence.
Sudan
the
old.
of
of
story
charge
the
is
mary,
"On the 25th I talked with Mr. the present time in from 250 to
"Anybody who reads any book-s..
Africa beThe dispute with Britain over accused Britain of "imperialism" cils continue to operate, it
like- not come up to standards, Little
Ray, one of the new owners, and 400 words" and "state your ob- and its plans to help
Buraimi oasis area in Eastern in the Middle East. Prime Minismoney Gloria Lockerman, from Baltimore Old or New Testament, Koran
more
have
we'll
Mr. W. M. H. Smith, general f ject in coming to college for gradu- come a free continent and a the
that
ly
Arabia near the Persian Gulf, be- ter Anthony Eden, in his talks than necessary" to continue to did all right on the 564,000 Ques- every faith in the world is baseist
.
tnanager, and Mr. Ray only var- 1 ate study" within the same word' combination of nations
even before the death of Ibn with President Eisenhower in
hisThe
—
gan
Sudan
OMDUBMAN,
tion program. Was she white? She on the Fatherhood of God and the
led on one point, the name. He limit
fight.
tory of the Sudan is parallel to Saud, who had been claimed as Washington, attempted to get the ON THE NEGRO
was a product of a Jim Crow Brotherhood of Man.
said I could run a contest and
Mr. Dandridge said he was told
United States to -move" against "No other group of people," Mr. school. God knows what she would DEVIL'S SUPPORTERS
let the listeners "name" me if I
he had placed "high- in the scho11111111 Saudi Arabia.
"For the life of us, we can't
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
did not like "Mama." I was told
Marshall told the audience, "has have done if she had been in an
lastic aptitude part of the exam
see what the other side has to go
Britain wants the United States been asked to give up their con- integrated school.
by my superior that I was "too
but was "low" in the essay part
to use influence to keep King Saud stitutional rights — but the Ne"The record shows the average on. We have law, religion and God
Intelligent on the air" and I don't
of the screening test.
his
of
part
using
allegedly
from
Jim
Crow schools are below the on our side. Maybe the opposiagree with that because I think
gro.
tion will get tired of putting all
Mr. Dandridge said he questionoil royalties from the Arabian Oil
My people understand me when I
-Then they accuse us of rocking white schools. Yet school board
ed "the validity" of the essay part
Company (ARAMCO) to fight Bri- the boat.
members say they are sorry, but faith and hope on the devil. He
talk the way I do.
tish policy and the Baghdad Pact. "In Mississippi they call us sub- they can't admit colored kids be- never stayed with anybody. He's
'I was born in the South, I just because "it can be graded accordKing Saud and his men get at
it. cause they are below standards. the only one they have to rely.on.
happened not to have a drawl ing to their interpretation."
INDIANAPOLIS — (INS) — A least $200,000,000 annually from versive. We don't defend
"We have got the other side lick"It's like a friend of mine in
President J. Millard Smith, who
end I don't agree with that bebehind in the company. Before World War I There's no need.
fallen
has
who
husband
The only way they can be sueed.
Texas,
who
his
killed
and
mother
are
stated
to
has
Negroes
eligible
icause I think my people under"We wouldn't be in this church
his support payments is under or- the total revenue of the desert if we were subversive. If we were father. then asked for mercy be- cessful is to split us down the
Istand me when I talk the way I attend Memphis State only because
middle. They are going to t r y
tha. I slur my ,wards but I am of Judge Marion Boyd's ruling
der to pay half of his unemploy- kingdom was only about $280,000 subversive, we wouldn't get the cause he was an orphan.
meeting
Tennessee
principals
They will say our leaders are
it!
"They
hanged
him.
yearly.
which
approved
state
the
board's
Certain that you understand me.
support of the Masons and Cathomen compensation to his wife for
"I don't know what they'll do bad, that we don't have money.
The fantastic riches showering lics.
I "I am not at WCBR now and I step-down integration plan for col here Feb. 10-11 will be greeted
children.
They are trying to pass laws to
On the gingdom are such that in
left on the last day of January leges, says he wants to extend the during the general session on Sat- their two
"We have enjoyed the respect about the school boards.
fine us $5 for a' $2 subscription.
Mrs. Laura Robinson won a di- the last decade Saudi Arabia has
TEST,
BE
BUT
FAIR
because I did not fit into the new screening to all students in order urday by Mayor Edmund Orgill.
. since 1909 and
of every president
gone from camels to cadillacs in
"If they want to give tests in They are suing us for the libel and
-Iprogram schedule. I would rather to keep the enrollment down to
ay. e a
up o
Theme of the meeting is "The vorce Monday from Frank W. Robacrub floors before I talk "down" a level wherein the school's accre- Role of the Principal in Prepar- inson who was ordered to pay $25 its economy, and many persons commendation from Tom Clark, J. school, that's alright. Just g iv. slander.
them fair!
from black bedouird
"Fools that they are, they think
to my people. At least I can lie ditation won't be affected.
Edgar Hoover, former President
ing All School Personnel and Stu- a week plus attorney fees and $166 have moved
"Put the dumb Negroes with the they can divide us or get all
into neon-lit palaces.
tents
down at night with a clear con- ' He said back when the college dents for Better Human Relations.
chief
a
and
Truman
S.
as
Harry
soon
in delinquent support as
dumb whites. Put the smart Ne- our money!
The premier of the Sudan says • •
acience because all the money in announced the new "screening"
rt.
f theS
Prof. Ezra L. Ford, principal of he gets another job.
his country intends to stand on "Last year, President Eisenhow- groes with the smart whites. We 'WE'LL BRING THEM OUT!'
the world would not compensate program that its purpose was not
is
of
president
1111111111111111111111a1111110111flallatillttallattlIIIIIIIIIII its own feet and wants no eco"We are going to meet them In
any loss of your goodwill. Thank to keep Negroes out of the school. Capleville school,
d Vice President Nixon ad- want no special favors.
r
the principal's association.
ou very much for your support
nomic aid from any other nation. dressed our meetings. All these , "They say Negroes have a high every back alley and cross road.
None of the five who brought
disease rate. Records show. may- We are going to carry them to
"We have a number of ,developIn the past. I remain,
suit against the college seeking to AT ORLEANS HOTEL
are on one side.
be this is true. Negroes can't get the Main Street. There is no doubt
ment projects on hand and the
The executive committee of the
Most gratefully yours,
be admitted as freshmen sought to
"Then on the other side are,I
funds to get them going," King Cook of Georgia and Eastland of the health service. They don't have when it . is all
Frankelle Wand
get in. They have appealed the rul_ association is meeting Friday night
. over that the urnthe Supreme Court
is
which
Ipire,
and
begin
we
money.
"Once
the
said.
Saud
Mrs. Wand says she was told ing of the step-down plan.
at the Orleans hotel, beginning at
(Continued from page 1)
iss iss loci.
"Well, let's give them tests. Put will say:
that hers was a good show but
7:30 p. m.
the ball starts rolling we hope to TWO BILLS
the healthy Negroes with the . "You're still out!"
that it was for white folks. She
A symposium centered about the of state legislators "who think as be self-sufficient to the extent of
"Mississippi now has two hills,
we
for
do."
country
healthy
whites and the sick Ne- 'GOD ON OUR SIDE'
any
ask
to
is now ending a two-weeks vacahaving
not
have
will
meeting
the
theme of
One to put the NAACP out of the
,9
DON'T HAVE TO
tion.
•
"Everyone is invited to go down
CCU1IUIIL1
fl"'
as participants:
to put the FBI out. groes with the sick whites. Just
one
and
state
;
BECOME KLUXERS
race
use
as
don't
road with us. With the law
the
base.
the
ISiEWSWOMAN
SS
SEMI-ALOOFNE
Knob
Orchard
George A. Key,
1600 Club, Atty.
the
at
"We
Speaking
are
excluded
from
well
' Prior to her employment at
on
side, God on our side,
our
(Continued from page 1)
'
joining
of
hopes
has
Saud
King
school; Mrs. N. G. Rucker, of
nigh everything good and rele- who worries about anyone else?"
Tillman told around 150 cheering the United Nations. "One of the
WCBR Mrs. Wand was a reporter .
Dr.
school;
County
Rutherford
gated to all things bad. Negroes
The smog had been cleared.`Tht
'and columnist for`the Tri-State De- ials said the change will eliminate Johnetta K. Williams,. supervisor • men and women,"We can win this chief reason," he said, "is to bene- Scharff
should be able to go to any ho- more than 2,000, who attended infender. She did a highly credit- up to 175 teachers frorn state aid Chattanooga city schools, and fight in a lawful, orderly manner. fit from the technical and financial
We don't have to become Klu Klux- assistance which U. N. agencies
elienythis city, if they have the eluding a few whites, who had
tm
able job of reporting on a number[ with a savings of $750,000 to Lo
isphBi.s.Hobson, Manassas Hies,
meum
(Continued from page 1)
ers — although my grandfathers, give to countries trying to develop
followed with rapt attention Mr.
of significant out-of-town assign- $1 million. They
money.
predicted, too, it
were members."
ments. Her weekly column"Mart
Marshall's profound, provocative
order
Ralph
like
man
a
"When
Bunche
in
staff
YM
resources.
natural
the
their
!
to
added
Atty. Tillman told the Defender! "But seeking U. N. aid does not that the program 'nay be more can't go to certain hotels, it does- and witty address, gave him a
of Thought" was wislely read.She will speed up integration of white CHORAL GROUPS
Music for the general session, he would "join no organization that place us under contract or debt
also did a radio program "Frank- and Negro pupils in the classroom.
fully developed. Ile is Rev. W. C. n't make sense. Walter White, I standing ovation. Thus the curtain
to be held in Bruce Hall on the has hate as its basis."
elle's Scrapbook.•' sponsored by 88 DISTRICTS
to any one country," King Saud Audrey. who will serve as Boys. (the late executive secretary of rang down on one phase of a gripbegincampus
'SOME DAY'
the Tri-State Defender, which was) The state board last year adopt- Lehlovne College
Work Secretary. An able religious,' NAACP, a Negro) was blond and ping drama.
declared.
-Someday," he observed, "peocontinued after she left part-time', ed a sort of interim policy permit- ning at 1 p. m. Saturday, will be
Dr. Hollis Price, president of Lei
semiSudan
a
The
has
of
policy
leader and with experience in Y. blue-eyed.
groups from ple of reasonable minds will have'
duty with the newspaper.
"It couldn't be because of dark Moyn e college, introduced t he
ting local districts some leeway furnished by choral
aloofness toward other nations. M. C. A. work, he has been amt.
County
Shelby
and
to get together and work this I Their industries and projects will corned to the staff.
Mrs. Wand has also won honor in complying with the Supreme hlanassa3
color that we are being excluded, speaker; Dr. J. E. Walker, wellthing out
In radii* for the production of out- Court decision. At least 88 dis- Training school.
eventually become "the property
The new executive secretary of or we wouldn't have all of this k n o wn mid-south businessman
Atty. Tillman said he has "no of the nation and the Sudanese
Others slated to appear on the
standing drarnattie -seript.
tricts, including Oklahoma City
the branch is Lewis 0. Swingler, suntanning. It couldn't be be- presided. Atty. H. T. Lockard,
and Tulsa, ordered desegregation program include Elder Blair T. ' deep rooted prejudices, just pride people."
who succeeded popular Chris Roul- cause our hair usually isn't president of Memphis branch of
Hunt, Booker T. Washington high, in my race."
to some degree.
This same policy is also car- hac, who heads a branch now in straight — or what of the hair NAACP, told briefly of the purSidney Harris, BedHe said "inflammatory remarks toed into the political realm. The Philadelphia.
waving lotion business?
pose of the meeting. Rev. D. WarThe first year of desegregation ' Memphis;
Training school, Cor- like those made by Hooks (Atty. Sudan's foreign policy, according
County
ford
,
"It couldn't be previous condi- ren Browning gave the benedicChairman of the Abe Scharff
brought to and
end ^1
21
neo Wells, Harold High, MillingN.
Ford B. L. Hooks, speaking at
to King Saud, "will be based on Branch Board of Management Is tion of servitude. There are no tion.
Negro high schoolsle
en
o
Goodrich, jr.,
A. A. C. P. meet), are going to
(Continued from page 1)
Others who participated in the
the principles set forth at the Blair T. Hunt, principal of Booker people in this country who did not
Most of the remainder are expect- ton, and Isiah
Memphis.
run your friends away from you. Bandun g (Afro-Asian )
have slavery in their background program were Atty. A. W. Willis
T. Washington High school.
ed to be closed under the new Road school,
Conference
Aid circulation program.
Just because people don't agree of 1955 which
jr., who reported on life memberif you go back far enough.
are identical with
Mr. Joyner, who is known by policy. However, the larger Ne-;
with you they are not idiots or
WHAT POLITICIANS NEED
ships in the NAACP and Rev. D.
those followed by the Arab League
gro
schools,
as
such
those in Oklamany families with boys who serve
snakes."
"There is only one reason — S. Cunningham, chairman of the
I and adopted by the United Nations
as newsies, left a highly credit- homa City and Tulsa, will not be
Atty. Tillman noted that he is'
somebody has to be a whipping membership committee and A.
Charter.
able record of loyalty and efficien- affected because enrollments are
now representing the Negro who
The Sudan, definitelY opposed to
COLUMBUS. Ohio — (INS) — boy. The politician need Negroes Maceo Walker, presIdent of Un%
cy at the Tri-State Defender prior big enough to justify their existBAGHDAD, Iraq — (INS) — is charged with entering a room joining any pact or allianCe with Mrs. Lillian Harman, mother-in for a whipping boy. They can't; versa' Life Insurance Company.
to his brief service with the Tri- ence•
Three American engineers were of the Chisca hotel and attacking any nation or group of nations in law of Ohio Governor Frank J.
State Times.
Negro teachers braced for an killed Monday night when their a write woman,
this area, has already given good Lausche, died Tuesday following
His area of concentration now onslaught of job dismissal notelight plane was forced off course BELIEVES IN JIM CROW
evidence that it will .fully cooper- a long illness.
will be on city circulation.
es but went ahead with plans to by sandstorms, ran out of fuel
Atty.
sights,
equal
His belief in
ate with othqr independent states
Mrs. Jane Lausche was her only
"We welcome these two good integrate with the previously white
and crashed. Their Iraqi pilot also Tillman explained, means that Ne- of Africa — partidularly Egypt, child. Mrs. Harman, a native of
Workers hack to the staff." L. Alex Oklahoma Education Association.'
of
duplicate
a
have
arcoNo SeIsOY
should
groes
was killed.
Ethiopia and Liberia.-"
Cleveland, had made her home
'Wilson, Tri-State Defender editor ' Meanwhile, legislators studied
NININIS
Americans had been on an every public facility in Memphis
The
King Saud feels that by doing with the Governor and Mrs. Lausand general manager said last the possibility of merging correcinspection visit to the Nassiriyah available for whites. He approves
•
the
nafree
golfthis,
Sudan
other
and
several
last
years.
the
for
che
week.
Itional training schools,
I
irrigation project 95 miles south of Negroes using a municipal
TM FIRST TRIUL
to
helping
of
lions
Africa
will
be
rour ce for their July tournament.
milipormoe
nf Baehdad
Average rainfall in Nevada Is
.abolish colonialism and imperialDIFFER FAT GIN HY
ism in Africa so that Africa, like less thanlione foot per year and it
OVER 200 YEARIel
other continents, may become a is the only state that has so low
combination of free and independ- a figure of annual statewide precipitation.
ent nations.
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don't just ask for bourbon...
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standard and civic consciousness. The masses of
will still he so criticized until the gap is
people
our
closed by eliminating the harriers that prevent them
from acquiring the requisites for well-rounded citiz-
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(Continued from page 1)

enship.
Opening the public libraries, the art museum gallery and removing the bars to free attendance at the
zoo and fairgrounds would be a start in the right

direction.
We wish to make it clearly understood that we denounce snail pace gradualism in desegregation and
integration and frown upon the employment of undue
haste in an area where success is not reasonably assured.
We feel that our ship can be landed on the shore of
first-class citizenship by KNOWING WHERE WE
ARE GOING and going there at a MODERATE
SPEED. In that. we have reason to believe we have
the approval of many other citizens.
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Manassas Leaders Reflect
In
Faith
What
Future
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•
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daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Hobart ment standards. There are now 49
members.
Manassas Delaine rates a desk in president
of the school's all-girl
Mr. Peeples is their advisor.
the office of E. A. Teague, assist- club known as the Double Teners.
Formerly the boys elected a
ant principal.
She is a senior.
"Mother" each year and they
Delaine is one of those step:lents
were all honored at an annual
for
advisor
also
is
Harvey
Mrs.
schoolmates refer to as "heavy."
Thanksgiving program. But last
They like to remind him of his this social club.
"Members of Double Ten en- year they elected Mrs. Bernice
inauguration speech last May when
clean, wholesome recrea- Thomas, a former advisor, as percourage
he "sounded off like a junior
tion among teenagers and uphold manent "Mother". Mrs.Lula
statesman," saying in part:
Black, a resident of the North
"• . .The errors I make, for standards of womanhood," Miss
Memphis community, served them
says.
Johnson
will
be errors, will
there surely
last.
not be made through malice or
They carry out this program
The "Mother" helps the boys in
contempt, but will be in a grop- through sponsorship of a charm
JAMES CRAWFORD
their various activities and gives
JAMES GREEN
MISS MARY HALL
JAMES IVY
JESSE MADISON
extent
greatest
my
of
school
schoolarship of a charm
ing, to the
them advice.
intelligence and integrity, for the each semester, giving a dance
pictures.
with
good
pretty
wasn't
some
ready
he
to
decided
jump,
most
MISS
voted
AMY
school
was
DRAKE
he
studious
terviewed, Greer noted that Ma.
Their big oroject is the scholarcorrect solution to problems ue every six weeks and giving a
ship to some worthy student. The Some of the campus shots for the into college from the 10th grade boy.
Eighteen-year-old
Miss Amy nassas - had played five gamete
stuwill face."
worthy
some
to
scholarship
recipient is judged on academic Newsette and the annual are made and did not take the award.
Madison is the Manassas boy Drake, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. and won four. Ile said the B-squad
dent.
He is business manager of the who wants to be an electrical en- Robert Drake, of 855 Mansfield, was undefeated. The paper hopes
JUNIOR CIVIC CLUB
and deportment standards. The by them.
Madison is a senior who almost Manassas honor society and holds, gineer. Ile plans to attend the Il- has made up her mind she can ' to influence higher attendance
Delaine is also president of the CHARM SCHOOLS
Ole Timers try to give front $100at
didn't get to that grade, or for membership in the Nature Study, linois Institute of Technology in make a living as an artist.
Northside Junior Civic club, which
In their charm schools, two-hour $300.
.1 the games,
that matter, to the 11th grade Operator's, and Senior Council or- Chicago.
though not a school sponsored or- affairs held in the library after SCHOLARSHIP MONEY
I She's a senior at Manassas and
Greer thinks the February Iscs.
either. This came about last year ganizations. Ile is vice president
ganization, is made up of school school, they discuss teenage probpresident of tpe school's art club. sue of the Neusette will create
Monies for the scholarship are
his
and
suit
Jazz
music
popular
students.
lems such as dating and how to raised through a movie, the Green when he took an early college ad- of the Junior choir at his charch.
I W. P. Guy, jr., art teacher, is club quite a he of interest because it
mission test sponsored by the Ford Shiloh Baptist, and a member of taste
This club, Delaine explains, "is I select a college Refreshments are Tea and a semi-formal affai
advisor.
will carry all the results of the
He says his steady girl is Miss
Foundation, "to lee if I could pass' the Faithful Few, a church social
trying to acquaint the youth with served at the close of the session.
The art ciub, Miss Drake says, popularity contest held in DecemThe Green Tea, slated for the
that
Dorothy Jackson, a junior at Book- "is to bring together a group of
i
an understanding, through actual I The school for this semester will last Sunday in February, is part l it," and won a $1,400 scholarship! club.
ber. Only a few students yet know
popularity contest at the er T. Washington High.
to Morehouse college. Ile finally
participation, of the obligations of probably be held in May.
art-minded students to further the
of the boys' effort to "teach young
society."
a citizen in a democratic
A panel of teachers are invited people appreciation of better mu
their interests in art projects outults.
1 irsesassociate
editors are Joi
During the recent city elections to the charm clinics to answer sic," says Crawford. They will
side the curriculum."
Purdy', sports: Miss Elvine McLe'•
the club had candidates out to ' questions. Last time the adult have two guest pianists this year
Miss Beatrice
They do all types of paintings more, society
speak at Manassas.
I guests were Mrs. Juanita Turner, Omar Robinson and Mrs. Bobby
and drawings and are getting into Smith, feature. and James Ivy IS
At Boys' State last year Delaine algebra; Miss Willa McWilliams, Blakely. Also, the choir will do
ceramics. There is a bust molding , student advisor.
was elected Commissioner of Pub- of tht elementary department; several numbers.
of George Washington of which the
Greer says he believes MS
Wlic Utilities, associate editor of the Nathaniel Owens, English, Gergroup is mighty proud.
Crawford is a member of the
year's annusl is going to be one
Boys' State newspaper, and vice man, civics and history.
Miss Drake goes mostly for por- of the best in the history of the
Springdale Baptist church a n d
mayor of the city he represented.
Also present was Miss Maggie president of the junior choir there
traits. She intends to major in art school.
He wants to take those pre-den- McDowell, advisor to the Melrose He is also a member of the
at the Chicago Institute of Art.
GOSSIP TRIMMED
tal courses at Western Reserve High school Charmettes who were church's Young Men's Social club.
She is a member of Smothers
Greer writes a column for theuniversity.
guests of the Teners.
Chapel ('ME church, belongs to
He is vice president of the band,
. Memphis 1Vorld and reports re•
Delaine is a member of the An-: The Teners hold their dances at plays string bass with the school's
the choir there. She is on the ansuits of Manassas basketball
tioch Baptist church, the Nature the homes of various members eight-piece orchestra. Ile is parnual staff and belongs to the imgames to the Commercial Appeal.
Study and Speakers and Writers with all seniors invited. The last liamentarian of the senior class
perial A'oguelles.
When he took over the paper he
clubs. He likes all sports and pop- two were at the home of Miss and a member of the school choir.
By ETIIEL L. PAYNE
the tenth grade.
of iMeyers Hudson will
Miss Drake likes dancing, popular music.
She then went to Linden Acad- come before Federal Dist. Judge ular music, and of course, draw- said it carried about a page of
Armela Wilson, of 1473 Rayner. Music is the big thing in CrawBIRMINGHAM—Miss Autherine emy' in Linden, Ala., following Groomes on Thursday.
gossip hut that this has been
He thinks "young" teenagers The club advisor chaperones the ford's life and he will major in
ing.
to a minimum.
trimmed
Unithe
in
figure
central
Lucy,
should meet and enjoy the asso- dances.
colof
years
two
took
she
which
MORALS HIT
Her likes also iaclude George
it at the Chicago Conservatory of
Editor Greer is quite seriotal
ciations of as many other teen- The past year the Teners joined Music. He wants to be a compos- versity of Alabama riots which lege at Selma university.
Mrs. Hudson has asked the court Powell, a Douglass High grad.
about his newspaper work, plans
agers as possible and "leave the their brother club, the Ole Timers er. He prefers classical music.
She came to Birmingham in to cite the dean of admissions at JAMES GREEK
forced her temporary suspension
take a journalism maim- at the
to
going steady for college life."
degree
B.A.
her
in giving a scholarship. Part of
received
and
1949
school,
the
youngest
the
from
is
the university on a contempt
Crawford likes collecting records
To hear Manassas' most de- University of Illinois. He's always
the money for the scholarship was and building model airplanes.
of nine children. Iler parents arc at Miles college in 1952. She has charge because she was denied
JAMES IVY
pendable boy talk you could get trying to initiate an interesting
He also likes Miss Betty Davis, retired farmers. She uas born at taught school in Carthage, Miss. admission on grounds of "moral the idea he was talking about the
Manassas' seniors elected as raised in Green Tea with the Ole
feature in the paper and has de.
focusing
Timers.
were
eyes
Meanwhile,
inaccept ability."
a junior at Douglass High school. Shiloh, Ala. in Marango county
their class • president the young
New York Times when he asserts, cided on a Letters To the EditOle
where she attended school through on Birmingham where the case
Mrs. Hudson, along with Miss "This paper prints the truth with
man who wants to be a psychia- ADOPTED STUDENT
MISS MARY HALL
•
, column for the next issue.
Lucy were the first two Negroes not too much emphasis on gostrist.
Representing the school's organAnother worthy project of the
is
member
Mt.
the
of
Creer
a
son
of Mr. Teners is the help they give in ized speech department is Miss
to make application for entrance sip."
He is James Ivy, 17,
I Carmel Baptist church, and
to the school. The case has been
and Mrs. Steve Coleman, of 2238 taking care of the school needs 01 Mary Hall, 17-year-old daughter of
But James Melvin Greer, who j member of the school's speech de.
half
litigation
in
two
for
a
Hunter.
and
a boy who comes from a large Mr. and Mrs. Dave Hall of 636 N.
was voted that "dependable" title part merit
years.
This year's class, 213 strong, family. This project continues each Fourth. She, too, is a senior.
by his schoolmates, is talking . Greer likes popular and class!.
Both Atty. Arthur Shores and about the Manassas Newsette of
sikerobably will be the school's larg- year.
Mrs. B. B. Fingal, teacher of
cal music and spends his spare
Mrs. Ruby Hurley, NAACP. which he is editor-in-chief. He is time doing what lots of newspaper
W„st in recent years. Advisors are
The Teners help the student with speech and English, is advisor.
Turner,
Southeast regional director have also editor of the annual.
Mr. Peeples, Mrs. J. R.
Speech, the bugaboo to many
clothes, lunch and school supplies.
men do, "snooping around."
mathematics; Mrs. B. B. Fingal
beeii targets of threatening phone' A senior, Greer is son of Mr.
Miss Johnson is a member of adults, plays an important role in
His steady girl, Miss Beatrice
English;
Perkins,
J.
E.
calls
of
Mrs.
and
because
telegrams
and
the choir of her church, Trinity the development of a student, Miss
and Mrs. Lawrence Greer, of 390- Smith, works for hint as feature
ecohome
Gilchrist,
Mrs. A. 0.
their connection with the cases.
CALE. member of the student coun- Hall thinks.
E. S. Lauderdale. He is 17.
editor of the Newsette.
Reports from Tuscaloosa 'say
nomics, and Mrs. G. V. Harvey, cil, Clique Amiga* Social club and
"it helps us to speak and think
Advisors for the publication are HOBSON NOTES PROGRESS
all
greater
that
gain
the
English.
roads
clearly,
main
to
been
us
have
helps
secretary for the speech departArthur Woodson, of the Junior
There are 2,550 students at Ma.
blocked off and Negro leaders High department; A. L. Plaxico,
The yearbook, edited by James ment.
appreciation for intelligent perhave had to use back roads to physics; and Mrs. Addle D. Jones, nassas, 1,295 in the high school.
Greer, a senior, is the number one
She wants to be a dietitian but formances on the stage, in the
Principal L. B. Hobson mainproject of the graduating class. hasn't yet decided whether to at- classroom and in public assemcome to Birmingham.
American history'.
tains that "our young people are
The annual, with about 106 pages, tend Tennessee State university or
WANT TO HELP
Tech High, where the paper is
should be out about the middle of Howard university.
A delegation of them called printed, limits the number of pages as fine as are to he found any
Members of the department
March.
office to discuss how they of the paper to four, The New- where. We hear a lot about des
swimShores
reto
goes
classes,
before
speeches
time
Her leisure
As a whole, Ivy says, the seniors ming, bowling and listening to cm
could be of service in the situa- sett, comes out every two months. linquency and misbehavior on the
biltl‘iaeelksee.1poetry, read essays and appart of young people but I believe
strive to be the best students on records. She likes popular tunes pear at church and community
tion.
WOULD'FIRE LOAFERS
that they are, on a whole, alright. ,
the campus, to set examples for best.
Rumor also hae it that 1,700
functions. The group waNfeatured
Greer heads a 15-member staff
department. She is president
MISS AMY DRAKE is seen
the students who follow.
Ku-Kluxers and members of the on the Newsette and he makes his What they need is proper motiva•
Miss Johnson, football queen of in an Easter program di WDIA
of the art club, wants to be an
with one of the clay pieces
With semester exams out of the 1955-56 and recently voted pret- last year.
White Citizens Council from assignments at Wednesday after- lion and guidance. As teachers out
artist. (Newson Photo)
shaped by students of the art
way seniors will start turning tiest girl on the campus, doesn't
A member of the department,
Mississippi and Georgia have school meetings held in Mr. Wood- job is to supply these needs,
"The young people who give
their attentions soon to commence- think teenagers should go steady Miss Shadye Parker, now a freshcome into Tuscaloosa ostensibly son's room. Greer has the power
trouble and are behavior problems
ment activities. Class Day, he unless there is some understand- man at LeMoyne college, served
to attend a clambake.
to fire staff members who are
said, will be about the middle of ing about the future.
as narrator for their Glee club
However, it is known that they're prone to loaf and though he hasn't repressent a small percentage.
"All about' us you see evidence
May.
outsiders and towns people agitat- had to do it yet he says the coopShe didn't say whether she and when it was heard over WNICT
of progress. Our young people are
ARKER FAN
ing the situation.
Claude Carter. football team cap- last year.
only
eration of the staffers is the
in the process of growing into he
Though speech is an elective,
Tuscaloosa, a town of some thing that keeps him from doing
For that psychology major Ivy tain, have such an understanding
sort of citizens who can take their
113
the
are
in
there
members
de46,000 population with about 12,000 it.
expects to enroll this fall in the or not.
places in society and make a conare
whom
of
24
taking
partment,
has
been
Negroes,
normally
a
University of Michigan.
CRAWFORD
The
the
plugging
Newsette Is
JAMES
tribution."
wherein
study
Two
they
Speech
quiet
TimOle
displace
the
until the present
Ivy is reporter for
basketball team in the paper that
The Ole Timers, brother club
turbances.
ers club, parliamentarian of the to the Double Teners, is headed the school and stage.
comes out this month. When in- NEXT WEEK-MELROSE HIGH
Student council, student advisor by James Lloyd Crawford, 18, son PLAY IN MARCH
YUMA, Ariz. — (INS) — Leslie the motel said they heard Irvin
As the reference to the stage
for the Manassas Newsette and of Mr. and Mrs. Bennie Crawford.
(Mad Dog) Irvin, condemned "Chi- talking to his companion about goindicates
the
gives
department
Annual staffs, and a member of
is senior.
nese execution" slayer of six per- ing to New Orleans.
the glee club. He sings in the
The general aim of the Ole Tim- plays. Miss Hall disclosed that the
sons, was believed fleeing across MURDER SPREE
Chapel
Baptist
choir at Hill
ers, believes Crawford,"is to build next play, a three-act comedy tiIt was not learned whether Irchurch. He is a member of that better men of the boys coming tled "Let Me Out of Here", will the Southwest Tuesday on the basis of clues supplied by a quick- vin, who must keep a date in the
be
in
P.
held
Cora
the
Taylor
church.
along now."
electric chair if captured, was
Collecting modern jazz records, To do this the club emphasizes auditorium sometime in March. witted border patrolman.
Authorities said they were posi- armed.
of such sailists as the late Charlie proper respect toward woman- Mrs. Fingal directs the plays.
Irvin began his murder spree
Parker, is Ivy's hobby.
In the recent Who's Who Around tive that Irvin, who escaped from
hood, clean speech, good manDecember, 1954, in Evansville,
in
Ind.,
Princeton,
proof"
"escape
an
influential
very
not
he's
Hall
Manassas
Miss
Says
contest,
was
ners, proper dress, religious obwith the Young ladies and is still servance, leadership and respect voted the most dependable girl on jail Jan. 19, spent Monday night where he killed a filling station
looking for one he could call a for leadership.
the campus. She intends to take in Yuma and now may the head- attendant, W. Wesley Kerr, and a
woman liquor store :operator.
ed for New Orleans.
steady.
Boys between grades seven and the registered nurse course being
He was sentenced to death last
Officers picked up Irvin's trail
MISS ZENOBIA JOHNSON
12 are eligible for the Ole Timers offered at the new E. H. Crump
of the curiosity of bor- December for the murder of Kerr.
result
a
as
Memorial
hospital.
Miss Zenobia Johnson, 17, the if they can meet the rigid deport.
He also confessed killing a Mt.
At her church, Jackson Avenue der patrolman Charles Bryant.
Ind., farm wife on March
Vernon,
emoverheard
he
said
Bryant
Baptist, Miss Hall is assistant sec21 and a Henderson, Ky., farmer,
retary of the Sunday School, pres- ployes of a Yuma restaurant, the
for his son and daughter-in-law seven
ident of the Junior choir and pres- Pit, talking of receiving $20
a days later.
to
fruit
of
delivery
a
making
ident of the senior class of the
In each case, Irvin's motive was
motel.
Sunday School.
robbery, but the six killings netted
At school she is secretary of the CHECK DESCRIPTION
The officer checked with the mo- him only $342.
senior class, member of the stumanager and from his and oth
tel
dent council, captain of the hall
of the
monitors, member of the honor er employes' descriptions
identified
positively
he
buyer,
fruit
Double
Teners, Nature
society,
him as Irvin. ,
Study and Library club.
Authorities said the escaped, 30Miss Hall likes dancing, skating,
killer came to Yuma with
year-old
of
types
all
and
popular music
male companion in
unidentified
an
novels.
Oldsmobile bearing
She doesn't favor going steady, a late model
a 1956 California license plate
"not right now."
MIAMI—(INS) — Four-millionnumbered LCG299.
of jewels, including
JESSE MADISON
Employees of the restaurant and dollars worth
the fabulous Hope diamond, and
Jesse Donald Madison, 17, son of
Rev. and Mrs. W. L. Madison, of ithhhltIhIIIItlIItIIIIIltltIIIIItIllIIltIhIIIllIhhlhIllllthhllhIlIIhIl a crowd of over 8,000 persons were
left in the dark Monday night
355 Leath, is president of the Camwhen the lights went out at the
era club at Manassas. His father
There's very link pain
General Motors Motorama.
pastors the Shiloh Baptist church.
little chance of scars . . .
G. L. Robinson, biology teacher,
Seven armed guards rushed to
\within two weeks the
is advisor for the club.
protect the display of diamonds
patient can return to work
The club develops film for stuthe instant the lights failed. The
... and at the end of the
dents who make pictures and can't
were removed to a vault
time a nose can be rejewels
(INS)
INDIANAPOLIS —
modeled, a shattered
afford to get them developed at The present Marion County within two minutes.
tawbonet can be rebuilt, new eyelids can be constructed,
the time.
A spokesman said there was no
courthouse is strictly for the
torn muscles mended, and other corrective surgery can
The school provides the club, birds and Henry W. Manz is attempt to steal the jewels.
be accomplished by the miracle of plastic surgery. In
which has 15 active members,
The lights were out for 30 mintaking photographs to prove it.
the March issue of EBONY magazine, you will read
with a darkroom. The club furnist.
utes.
of
manager
general
is
Manz
the almost unbelievable story of Marjorie Zinn and her
es its own equipment and chemi
the Indianapolis-Marion county
"new nose". Possibly you've been wondering whether
cals. They have a 5 x 7 enlarger
building authority.
YOU could improve on what Mother Nature gave you.
Godcfroy's Larieuse Hair Color- You can depossd upon Gode•
printer.
contact
and a
Read "The Girl Who Changed Her Face" in March
Photographs of the extent to
ing can make your hair as lovely froy's Larieuse,the famous brand
The club was organized last year
EBONY. Many other exciting picture stories in this
gives in the red box... known, sp.,
as you wish it could be
with Willie Green as the first which pigeons have damaged the
great new issue of America's No. I Negro family mag•
present building will be used to
hair...adds
gray
to
color
youthful
proved, for more than 50 years.
are
now
officers
Other
president.
azitse —now oo your newsstand. Get your copy today!
for the authority's
glowing new color to drab, Get it at your favorite cosmetic
Joseph Kirk, vice president; Miss win support
a new 'courthouse
colorless hair, starts you look- counter this :try day!
Margaret Major, secretary: Miss plan to build
... this very
— one possibly 16 stories high.
ing younger, lovelier.
Rosa Mosley, assistant secretary;
lit 18flatterirtg shades.
slay.
Jesse Johnson, treasurer, and Alex
III
Buchanan, business manager.
Has financial plan that will
YIS
please se.N1 see No end 6 61 Hesse of
Y
Each member of the club has
EBONY reweave.* few avidy $1. The 'eve. ewe
enable you to develope pro.
his own camera. Madison packs
110i on Hee review oromeleetal peke.
an Argus C-3. Mr. Robinson keeps
perty that you now own or
or
Seel weeipenewe
t„,...j emir es=
Ljowe hill no
the key to the darkroom and any
Some 650 employes of Revers
can acquire, that is suitable
bona fide member can get it when Copper and Brass, Inc., returned
he has to do some work.
to work in Chicago Monday follow- for Service Station location.
PASS 71IE HAT
ing a wage agreement that ended
For complete details write
They meet about once a month an 89-day walkout,
and when some new equipment or
TRI-STATE DEFENDER
3. After cofor Au, dwrol.
I. Sliampoe heir thotevahlv.
800111 Chilaftev's ter
Husband's Jobs
new chemicals must be bought,
efff 11110111
epee, shampoo hoe again,
vs. with heady cooleotor
A. it drios, oni• God•f ey
1870 S MICHIGAN
aria
236 So. Wellington
set i's vow' favorite style
Washington—About 446,000 men
pochap•
civd•d
members are called together and
Lot...seas directed.
CHfCAGO 1u
the hat passed.
in the nation's armed forces are
Memphis, Tennessee
Madison says members come up I married.

Ethel Flies To Cover Riot
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Of 9 In Alabama Famil

a

Escaped Killer
Traced To Yuma

Guard Jewels
As Lights Fail

This Courthouse
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Indiana Birds
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650 Copper Workers
End 89-Day Walkout
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AMERICA'S FAVORITE
MIK and ICE CREAM

By C. THOMAS

Shelby Senator Speaker.
For PTA Founders Day
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PAIGH

C. Thomas Peige, College Minister Carver saw the plight of people
8. A. Owen Junior College
about him and he set out to use
the God-given knowledge that their
' What Is this "stuff" called knowlives might be enhanced. Dr.
ledge'
Charles Drew realized that t h e
Hidden in the pages of the Bible
knowledge he had concerning the ST. JAMES AME
ing it.
Is the quotation which has meant types
of blood, blood count, etc.,
An agenda of soul-stirring servSam Marshall will conduct the
much to me, "But this I know, were
not his. Booker T. Wash- ices has been planned for the St.1 Sunday
whereas once I was blind I now !
school at 9:38 a.m. At 11
ington knew that the knowledge James AME congregation. Sunday.1
see."
a.m., the morning worship will be
that he had was not his. The great
The Rev. P. W. Delyies, presid- held. Rev, W, R. Edwards will
Thi, week I am going to con- ;
hymn writers ,painters, composers
ing elder, will deliver the message deliver the sermon.
cern myself with just the first and
other artists down through during the morning worship hour.
phrase. "But this I know." It could
Baptist Training Union will start
the ages of man realized that whatNo. 2 choir and the junior choir at 6:30 p.m.
have easily read, "But this I have
ever might have been their talwill furnish the music. Preceding
Usher Board meeting is held on
a knowledge concerning'' or ''But
ents they were just custodians. We will
be conduction of Sunday school Tuesday at 7:30 p.m.
I have a knowledge of this."
are just custodians of whatever
by William Jackson.
However one turns the word orPERSON AVENUE BAPTIST
God expects us to use
At 3 p.m., the Quarterly Conder the general theme is not itweforhave.
Regular worship will be held at
the benefit of the extension
changed too much. In this stateference Union will present a pro- the Person Avenue Baptist church
of His kingdom. In proportion that
ment we have underlying all else
gram. Two churches, Providence Sunday. Sunday school opens at 9
we fail to use whatever we have
the belief of one who feels that
AME church and Avery A. M. E. a.m. with J. W. White in charge.
for the extension of the kingdom,
since I have this knowledge I also I
church, will be guests, Rev, .1. C. Rev, B. J. Sykes, pastor, will dethe kingdom to that extent is not
have a responsibility. This is a
Miller and Rev. Loyce Patrick are liver a sermon at 11 a.m.
going to be realized.
tar cry from the modern interprethe pastors, respectively.
The Baptist Training Union contation of knowledge. Many of us' GRIPS WITH KNOWLEDGE
The ACE League begins at 6 venes at 6 p m. Miss Rosie Works
who have been fortunate enough
It was never designed that one p.m. Mrs. Dora Whitson will di- is the directress and Rev. Keet
to gain certain knowledge feel that should use knowledge as a means rect it.
is the assistant.
It is now a means of setting up of self glorification, yet I come
Miss Alma Jean Arnold Is the
Observation of Allen's Day will
certain barriers whereby we de- in contact with many people who climax the day's worship. It is church reporter.
clare ourselves a little better than for some unfounded reason feel named and celebrated in honor of
SMOTHER CHAPEL CMS
those "unfortunates" who did not that because I am this I can't. Richard Allen, founder of the A.
Sunday, at Smother Chapel C.
tet to college or to school at all. be seen with this or that person. M. E. church. A forum will be
M. E. church, services will be
Maybe. Maybe some of your ideas Let me tell you — in many in- the main attraction. SupplementJohnson will conare well-founded. Maybe the value stances it %hula be far better that ' ing it will be a brief history of regular. J. R.
duct
school at 9:30
the
Sunday
some of you have placed upon you were seen with that person.' the AME church. All the AME
a.m.
yourself since you came in posessToday we need a people who churches in the city will particiOfficiating at 11 a.m. will be the
ion of knowledge is a means of os- have really come to grips with pate.
Rev. J. L. Griffin, R. C.
pastor,
tracizing one's self from his obli- knowledge as never before. KnowlThe Nelson For Bishop club will Cooper supervises the Christian
gations. But to me the very fact edge speaks to the intelligent mind
"Heaven and Hell" Youth Fellowship. All young peothat I have been fortunate enough and tells it that it is a servant sponsor a
annex of the church ple are invited. Evening service
party
in
the
get
a now, it speaks to the prepared
to get an education — to
Thursday,
Feb. 9. A variety of will be held at 7:30.
on
small amount of knowledge means head and tells it that it is a tool
that to that extent I am indebted now. It speaks to the trained and games will be played. J. W. Clark CLAYBORN TEMPLE AME
is chairman and M . Thelma Mc- '
to those about me.
Rev. Rodgers, the popular passkilled hand and gives it a new KiSSIC is secretary.
sense of responsibility. It is not ;
LIVING EVIDENCE
Rev. H McDonald Nelson is the tor of First Baptist church of 882
In far too many instances as we now a median of making money pastor.
Randle at., will be guest speakengage ourselves in conversa- but rather a median of helping the
er at Clayborn Templle A. M. E.
tions our first concern becomes, less fortunate. Knowledge makes a BETHLEHEM BAPTIST
church, Sunday, at 3 p.m.
"Where did you go to school?" I man work all day trying to work
Rev. W. L. Bell is the pastor.
Services at the Bethlehem Bapwonder at what point in one's out some problem, knowledge tist church will be regular Sun- The public is invited,
life does this become a criteria makes a man see his fellowman day. B. H. Holman begins the worfor doing a job well. I wonder if, in a totally new light. Knowledge ship with conduction of Sunday I MT. MORIAH BAPTIST
At Nioriah Baptist church, Sunon the other hand, it should not makes us pull back the scales of school at 9:30 a.m. There will be
day, services will begin at 9:30 ;
be unnecessary for one to walk ignorance from the eyes of the a sermon at 11 a.m.
up to me and ask me from what less fortunate, knowing that
At 6:30 p.m., the Baptist Train- a.m. At this time P. J. Nelson
school did I finish? The way I ! when vie do it we are making a ing Union will be held. James Pe- will conduct the Sunday school.
Rev. R. W. Norsworthy, the paswalk, the way I talk, the way I new competitor for our position. ples will be in charge. Evening
will speak at 11 a.m. Comtor,
should
life
outlook
on
Knowledge
my
live,
makes us shed greed, service will start at 8.
all be undeniable evidences that hatred, smallness, prejudices, etc,
Rev. J.
Bibbs is the pastor. bined choirs will render the music.
I have been somewhere where I and leads us to a higher and nobNEW TYLER AME
Mrs, R. W. Norsworthy directs
have been exposed to the better ler realm of usefulness.
New Tyler's membership will the Baptist Training Union at 6:30
things of life. The very fact that
worship with Payne AME church. p m. The evening worship will be
I have dedicated myself to this AKIN TO SLAVERY
Not too long ago, a lowly re- Sunday, at 3 p m. Rev. H. W. Hen- held at 7•30.
or that program is living evidence
jected Galilean standing on the ning of New Ts ler, will officiate.
The public is invited.
that I have a knowledge.
' Knowledge was never designed shores of the Jordan cried out, • New Tyler's No. 2 choir will rento make exhibitionists of us, It 'YOU SHALL KNOW AND BE der the music.
Two inspiring messages will be
makes Us conscious of the fact FREE." The lack of knowledge
that before us lies a grave task is closely akin to slavery. Yet I heard at the house of worship at
that must be done, George W. hear one who had his share of 11 a.m. and 7 - 30 p.m. The pastor
knowledge saying: "A LITTLE will deliver them.
KNOWLEDGE IS A DANGERProf. Isiah Goodwich and Mrs.
OUS THING." It is my unbiased Alma Bowen will conduct the SunARE YOU SICK?
belief that in the final analysis day school at 9:30 a.m.
RIAD ACTS 19 11 - 12
this is what is actually true with
At 5:10 p.m., the ACE League
D. vow believ• that JESUS knows Nisi
PAIN vi• FEEL. et• can SAVE and HE
far too many of us. We are under will convene. Miss J, Flowers is
can HEAL. Mott 1 29
the illusion that we have, when directress.
Mrs. W.M.L. of Orlando, rag. writes:
Dear !Mahon
in reality, we don't have. When
The public is invited.
This ts Just to let you know I am
we really get all out of knowledge
thanking God for the blessed cloth. I
Lester Junior High school anfeet much better. I don't regret findthat we can, we will be a chang- COLUMBUS BAPTIST
nounces its Honor Roll of stuing your address In the paper I
The
Ministers'
Wives
will
sponed people.
be very glad that all who are in need
dents for the third six-week perof help ..for their pains like I was.
Today knowledge makes men sor a program at Columbus Bap- iod:
could get in touch with you. and If it
tist
church,
Sunday.
Rev.
T.
M.
free
as
never before. The cry for
was not for your faith in God, you
2-5—A. D. M. Pamphlet, teachcould not do the work you are dolne
today is that men will become Henderson of Christian Union er: Stepney
For free literature send self-addressed
Bennet, Cleotho Chats• amped envelope to Bishop P. W.
possessors of a knowledge temper- Baptist church, will be principal man, Bobbie
Cunningham, Herm
McGee. Pew TO 7938 Eberhardt avespeaker.
begins
The
program
at
ed
love,
with
tempered
with
truth,
nue. Chicago Illinois. If interested In
Jackson, Vance Phelps, Mary Cun3
p.m.
Mrs.
P.
L.
Jones
is
the
tempered with wisdom, and temHEALING and BEERSHIP ask about
ningham, Estella Harris, Ophelia
our correspondence school.
pered with a Godly spirit that will president.
Dear Grandmaster:
Sunday school commences at Shirley Webb.
enable all of us to live in this
I am writing YOU with great satisfaction. I can set great perigress In
9:30 a.m. P. Bumpus is the super- 3-A—E. I. Thompson, teacher:
world as sane people.
try studies. I am more successful in
Carolyn Boyland, Edith Bulls,
paying debts. It seems the money
Topic for next week: "WHAT IS intendent. The pastor, Rev. A. E. Wray
Cotton, Vernon Crawley,
cornea from somewhere
Campbell,
will
deliver
a
sermon
THIS
THING
WE
CALL
RELIGMrs P if. Cleveland. Ohl%
at 11 a.m. Music will be furnish- Carl Grant, Carol Holmes, CaroION?"
lyn Hunter, Frank McCright, Cheed by the senior choir.
Mrrs. L. M. Ewelles will direct ryl Means, Peggy Moore, Doris
the Baptist Training Union at 6130 Rhodes.
3-3A & 2-6A — B. C. Trotter.
p m. The Divine worship will be
teacher: Arthur Davis, George Dai held at 8 p m.
vis, Larry Harville, Willie McGowan, Robert Penelton, Eddie
ST. STEPHEN BAPTIST
Sunday is Brotherhood Day at Scott: 2-6A Ulysses Harris, Larry
the St Stephen Baptist church. The imith, Willie Lee Watson, Doroannual observation will be held at thy Johnson. Emerine Jones, DoWhy Co Through Life
3 p.m. Rev. C. M. Lee will de- ris Martin, Ealine Person, Ernesliver the address. The Pilgrim ta Wicks, Eva Smith.
Unhappy?
3-5A — G. S. Lewis: Edwin AlRest and Mt. Pleasant Baptist
churches will be guests. Ike Ad- len, James Sat-tin, Lucius Herron,
Joyce Davis. Carolyn M a r ti n,
dison is the president.
Dr. F. L. Stephen will conduct Joyce Patterson.
the Sunday school at 9:15 a.m. 4-A. D. Berkley: Carl CampAt II a.m., the pastor, Rev. O. bell, Eddie Daniels, Alvin Frazier,
C. Crivens, will preside. The con- Calvin Frazier, Eugene Hunter,
.All Welcome, White and Colored
gregation will partake of t h e, Earl Mathis, Joseph Pegues, Lee
Without any question, this remarkable woman
Lord's Supper at this time also. Alma Brown, Frankie Fletcher,
reveals your entire life from infancy to old age, giving
Baptist Training Union will be Carolyn Norman.
4-3A — N. L. Parker: Jimmy
dates, facts and figures and guides you to
held at 6:30 p.m. Rev. Joseph Wilsuccess,
sitm, jr. will be in charge. Evening Goodwin, Willie Moore, Charles
health and happiness: settles lover's
quarrels, enables
Walls.
service will he held at 8.
you to win the affection of any one you
may desire,
4-4.A — P. Woodard: Eleanor
causes speedy and happy marriages: tells you
NEW HOPE BAPTIST
if the one
Banks, Lartha Brown, Mae Alice
you love is true; restores lost affection,
The Gospel Travelers Quartet Brown, Nadine Jones, Barbara
peace and confidence to lovers, gives you the full secret
will render a musical at the New Lewis, Sandra Owens, Jeanette
how to control
the thoughts and actions of any one you
liope Baptist church Sunday, at Willis, Charles Paulk.
desire. First ap3 p.m. The Deacons are sponsor'
pearance in your City. If your business is
4-2A — S. McKinnie. Thomieunsuccessful,
if your health is not good, if you are
stine Jones, Frances Mitchell.
in TROUBLE of any
6-A — E. Doggett: Bryant Philkind, you should see this TRULY GIFTED
lips, Sharon Duncan.
She has helped thousands — Why not you? READER.
6-2A — E. A. Watkins: Lillina
Berry, Freddie Jones, Bishop
READINGS AT 2 PRICE 50c with this Clipping.
Trotter.
2 Locations — Stop at either location.
7-A--John Phillips, Alene BromArdie S. Myers, Lelia Ruth MyRECORDS FOR EVIRYONI
BOTH ARE LICENSED BY SHELBY COUNTY.
ers.
1104 Poole,
Lardwd•l•
7-3.1 — Anna 37. Blakemore. EvThey are two of nine sisters. They have
elyn
Dodson, Claudette Green,
given satisIsom* S-6340
faction where other readers have
Martha Jones, Tommie N. Cosfailed — all readings
ton, Gwendolyn Williams, Milton
are guaranteed sat,sfactory.
Burchfield.
MADAM LILLIAN -- Located at 3565
7-4A— Sheila Smith, Jo Anne
Lamar opposite
the Post Office in Oakville. mile from city limit
Ward
line.
Oakville Airport Capeville bus runs at
I 8-A — Peggie Eggson.
2:00, 3:55, 5:15
$3A — Thelma Rhodes, Rosa
and 6:30 p.m.
Thousands of couples ars weal,. worn-out,
ex- Townsend.
„.•
hausted lust because body lacks
Won. For new
onuses feeling after 40, try
9-A — Willie Bullock, Roosevelt
MADAM LILLIAN READS IN HER
Tablets Curtails iron I ir pep.Ostrex Tunic
supplement
dol.ts %dinning Si and If:. In
Bell.
Peggy Joy, Roy McGowan.
Otirex supplies as much itsin as • uncle dxYr
PRIVATE HOME — Phone 34-4273
18 duzen raw
9-2A &E 9-3A — Robert Dailey,
oysters. 4 lbs. of lisps or 16 i1u. of
beet 7-day
'
A,
toted" vire costs little. Or get
Beverly Hayes, Bertha Shields, .
EcoaUlay i3at and save
$1.46. At all drusipata.
I Earline Smith, Eunice Trotter.
I

Lester
Honor
Pupils

Urges St. Lows
Fair
World's

Plan Stiff Fines
Dope Users

Lundy Board Gives
Its First Program

LIBBY VIENNA SAUSAGE . . 3 cans 11 oz.. . 49c
LIBBY CHILI & BEANS
3 cans . . . 49c
HEINZ KETCHUP
. . .2 btls. . . . 49c
CLOROX
. . gal. . . . 49c
FREE GIFTS.
With Quality Stamps
At Bomah Center
V.
sur...t• ACV *
JANA PORTER

216 So. Cleveland St.
Memphis

i(

THE STORY OF YOUR LIFE IS WRITTEN
IN YOUR HAND
LIFE READER AND
DIVINE HEALER
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his outfit stopped li.s
Al Ricketts' "On The Town" in which
column of a foreign paper, was strenuous schedule caused him to
recently devoted to the illustrious suffer a three-month physical eelMemphian M-Sgt William (Tiny) lapse.
COMPOSED ARMY TUNE
Paschall. Al Rickett stated:
In 1955, while stationed at Fort
"We were touring southern Japan last Summer when William Sam Houston, Texas, with t h
"Tiro,'" Paschall chugged into To- Army Medical Corps, as chief
kyo and out again, leaving a lot medical instructor in physiology
of impressed people in his wake. and anatomy, Paschall devised a
"The 350-pound master sergeant new means of teaching the solfrom the 1st Cav. Div. Band re- diers by composing a song called
turned to the scene of his con- the "Roller Bandage Calypso.'
quest last week end, however, and which was approved by the U. S.
we made it a point to catch him. Army.
This was just the beginning ot
"Clad in a plaid dinner jacket
with black satin lapels, Tiny start- any number of songs the M-Sgt
stomping as he rocked and rolled has composed as an aid in his
away in the Crystal Ballroom of regular army instructional duties.
Other hospitals and Medical cen•
1 the Rocker-Four club.
Mrs. Mable W. Hughes, senator Mrs, M. S. Draper. secretary, and I "Like a steam engine puffing ters, throughout the States, hue
of Shelby and Tipton counties, Mrs. B. A. E. Callaway, pro- ! over a hill it took a little while adopted the new musical method
past president of National PTA, gram chairman, will also attend. for Tiny to gain momentum, but of teaching since it proved to be
will be speaker for the Bluff City Plans will be formulated for the when he did the rhythm he pro- so helpful to the M-Sgt. and the
PTA Council Founders Day on' State meeting to be held in .April duced was dangerously contagious. Army.
Since October, 1955, Paschall hag
Friday, February 17. The meeting during this meeting.
I SAME RESULTS
"Whether it was deliberate or been stationed in Japan as mediwill begin at 11 a. m. and will be
•
held at the Vance Ave., YWCA.
not—and we have a feeling it was— cal instructor. Ile continues to mix
An outstanding program has been.
he _avoided such overworked rhy- o'business with pleasure.' as provplanned. Refreshments will be
thni and blues favorites as "Shake, ' ed by this column by Al Ricketts.
The foreign paper canoed picRock
served.
Rattle and Roll" and
of the vocalist, which we retures
units,
instead
local
singing
of
presidents
Clock"
the
I
Around
All
members and friends are invited
lesser known standards that get gret that we cannot reproduce be•
cause the original pictures are not
the same results.
to attend. Members of the Shelby
County Council are also expected
"The 1st Cav, Div. Band Corn- available.
— The
M-Sgt Paschall is married to a".
ho, (Whew!) a well-integrated,
to be present. Chairman is Mrs. ST. LOUIS —
ChamMarie Adams, Mrs. G. M. Bum- President of the St. Louis
well-rehearsed but toally uninspir- MemphianO the former Miss Kaber of Commerce has suggested ed group, furnished the backing , tehryn Bell. The couple has three
pus is president.
the city should start thinking for Tiny's singing. They're a good children: William, jr., Raphael,
that
ColCongress
of
The Tennessee
world's fair in show
ored Parents and Teachers will about holding a
hand but lack the drive and and Renee' Antionette,
Pa-hold its Board of Managers meet- 1964.
jazz feeling necessary to push Pa
Aloys P. Kaufman, in a speech schall to his best.
ing in Chattanooga, Tenn. on Saturday, Feb. 11 at 11 a.m. Mrs. Monday night, said the mid-Ameri"Besides their Rocker-Four Club
agricultural, sciG. M. Bumpus, president of the ca jubilee — an
performance. Tiny and the Cav.
IFor
Tennessee Congress will preside. entific and civic fair which will be Combo also made a repeat apheld on the St. Louis Mississippi pearance on the Special Services
INDIANAPOLIS — (INS) — Inriverfront next September. and "Pop Concert" program over NTV. dianapolis councilmen Tuesday arannually thereafter — would be
"We're looking forward to hav- gued the merits of a proposed oran ideal nucleus for such a global
ing Tiny Paschall in our midst dinance that calls for stiff fines and
exposition.
when the Cali finally makes its jail sentences for unauthorized
Such a world's fair, he pointed
The J. L. Lundy Memorial board out, would fit in nicely with the move to Tokyo. He's the shot-in- drug and narcotics users.
the-arm that Tokyo has been needJoseph C. Wallace. who introof Smothers Chapel CME church city's 200th anniversary.
ing since Larry Allen left."
presented its first public program
duced it, said the act was designM -Sgt Paschall is a graduate of ed to get habitual users of drugs
in January. It was entitled "A
Baby Swallows Lysol;
LeMoyne college, and a member off Indianapolis streets. He said
Gospel Song Recital".
of the Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity. the act would force confinement
Members wish to express their
After Treatment
He started in the entertainment on addicts who will not be treated
gratitude to every person who help- I OK
field with Tuff Green's orchestra, voluntarily.
ed make the affair a success. The 'CHICAGO, Illinois —
board was organized in honor of
Joselyn Johnson, 2, of 1523 E. here in the Bluff City. Many
the late J. L. Lundy, who dedi- , 65th st., was taken to Illinois Re- Nlemphians remember him as a Independence Stamp
dra
Tuesday after member of the .Al Jackson orchescated his life to service in the search hospital
KHARTOUM, Sudan — The SIss
church.
swallowing an unknown amount of tra.
During World War If, the M-Sgt dan, the world's newest nation, is
Miss W. Finley is board presi- Lysol while visiting friends at 1510
dent. Mrs. Gloria Rainey is sec- W. 14th pl., with her mother. The mixed his regular army duties printing a series of three Postage
retary, and Rev. J. L. Griffin, pas- baby was reported in very good with those of a 'moral booster' stamps to commemorate the Jan.
by singing in every city or town 1.proclamation of independence.
condition.
tor.
TIMOR "BARK

The Pulpit Speaks

Memphis, Hit In Japan

Officers of the Geeter school P.
T. A. were elected in the regular
meeting held in the senior class
homeroom with the president, Rev.
R. L. Jones, conducting.
"Growing in Character" is the
PTA theme for the year.
A large number of parents were
present for the meeting and pledged their support toviard a successful year.
The prize offered for the room
with the highest attendance was
won by 4-2, Mrs. Ruth Hicks, and
3-1, Mrs. Una B. James.

3

Yes Madame,
February is usually referred
to as the month of birthdays
because we celebrate t h •
birthday of two of the most outstanding men in the History of
the United States were born
during this month.
For soon the beginning of lent
will cut short their festivities, so
lets make Dad and the small fry
realize how much we love them
by surprising them with a special treat on Valentines day.
For dinner serve their favorites food topped off with delicious heart shaped assorted
tarts. What a treat to choose
my own favorite filling. of
course top them all with piles
of whipped cream. Last week's
Jack Sprat plain Pastry makes
a delightful crust.
So in e suggested fillings:
Peach, Strawberry, Pineapple.
Cherry are to be found at all
Big Star Stores.
Bye for now,
Jana Porter

OPPORTUNITY FOR STARDOM!

POPLAR TUNES
RECORD SHOP

Husbands! Wives!

Get Pep, Vim; Feel Younger

YOUR BIG STAR Food Stores are happy to present over 50.000
watt station WDIA these youthful stars of tomorrow. Anyone of
these young boys and girls could possible some day reach the
height of stardom. This Big star talent show is presented filers?
Saturday morning over WMA, at 11:30. If you would like a tryout just contact station WDIA, 2071 Union. These young perform-

ers pictured above were in a
recent show. First row left to AEU:
Thelma lee Perry, Troy Lee King Jr.,
Jean Lockett, Doris Townsel, Gwendolyn Townsel and
Barbara Griffin. Second row left to
right: In center Booker T. Robinson.
Flanked on left and right
the Kinsmen Quartet. (In front Gail
Toe:fuel)

TRI-STATE DEFENDER

Sat.. Fob. 11,19541

•

STOCKHOLDERS of Universal
Life Insurance Company en.

joyed a delectable repast totlowing the annual meeting held

Jan. 27, 1956, in the Company's
home office building, 480 Lin-

den. Dinner was served in
the beautifully decorated recreation facilities. (Hooks Pho.
to.)

Universal Promotes Two

MVC Players
A.M. Walker Urges Readiness For Set 'Antigone'
1

Move n o memos

ma

i ream
ons

immortal, dynamic "Antigone" on
emended the young officers for Thursday and Friday nights, Feb.
their persistency in personal study 9 and 10 at 8:30 p. m., in the colto keep abreast of the changing lege auditorium.
life insurance trends.
Jean Anouilh's production of Soassembled stockholders phocles' Antigone has been adaptThe
heard President Walker give a ed for presentation to American
most gratifying report on the 1955 audiences by Lewis Galatiere.
operations, which indicated progress in all areas of business. The
President's annual address on the
subject, "Modern Management
Ilorizons" was centered around a
formula for building a successful
corporation.
SUCCESS FORMULA
"In mathematics, chemistry, physics, medicine, we have formuRobert Wright. sell known civic
las that we follow to solve various and business leader and
Presiequations or accomplish certain dent of Sam Qualls Golf club
President
desired results," the
Th. Memphis Public Library, ed here are soine of the titles that said: "In modern management was elected treasurer of Central
Negro Branch, 531 Vance st., will will be displayed and available for H wizons.", he continued. "what States Golfing association at the
two day meeting of the organizeobserve Negro History Week, Feb. circulation.
would our formula be for building
12 through the 19th, Mrs, Pearl
Medicine — A biography of Dr. a successful corporation, such as tism which adjourned Sunday at
Oates, branch librarian said today. Daniel Hal Williams, first man in ' ours, and carrying it to even great- Orleans hotel.
The final session of the meeting
The theme for the week is "Ne- the world to operate successfully er success?"
included the election of officers
gro History in an Era of Chang- on the human heart.
formula
Ile gave the following
and appointment of committees for
ing Human Relations." No preScientists — Dr. Percy Julian, for success:
the coming year, and administravious year in the history of the an authority on the use of Soy
equals
E2
x
2C
plus
"4 M
tive business including the 1956
nation has brought ro many so) Beans in modern industry.
institution."
a highly successful
Tournament of:Central Slates (rollMusicians — A biography of the
cial changes in the life of the NeThis means, according to Mr.
celebrated contralto, Marian An- Walker's clarification, "Men, Mar- ing association to be held at—Memgro, Mrs. Oates said.
phis July 16-20. ,
"During the celebration of Ne- derson.
kets, Merchandise, Management
President Nathaniel Jordan preus
Drama
In
T
h
e
Week,
each
of
—
The
Negro
gro History
plus Capital and Character multishould study carefully the factors American Theatre which includes plied by Double Effort will guar- sided over the meeting which included representatives from t h e
that have brought these vast so- Ethel Waters, Lena Horne and antee a successful institution."
following
golf clubs: The Corn
many
others.
also
fully
cial changes. We should
Progress during 1955, indicated
Fine Arts — A biography of by President's report, included an Huskers Golf club of Omaha, Neb.;
prepare ourselves not with great
Peoria Progressive Golf club, Pehaste but with prudence to take Richmond Barthe. sculptor, Meta increase in business in force from
oria, Ill.; Twin City Golf AssoVaux
AV.
Fuller,
Rodin,
disciple
of
advancements.
advantage of these
$87,918,429 to $93,907,972, an in- ciation of Minneapolis and St. Paul
Your public library can help you. Edwin M. Bannister, one of Ameri- crease of almost $6,000,000; asMinn.; Valley Golf Club of Des
For background reading we sug- ca's finest painters.
sets increased from $12,598,544 to Moines, Iowa;'Detroit Duffers of
works
of
Inncluding
Writers
—
following
books:
—"
gest the
$13.711,498. Surplus increased from
Frank Yerby, Richard Wright, $1,576,172 to $1,827,837, making the Detroit, Mich.; The Paramount
SOME LISTINGS
Golf club of St. Louis, Mo.; Fair''Negro Makers of History," and Booker T. Washington, Alan Pa- total capital structure $2,827,837.
way Golf Club of Springfield,
display
are
books
by
Dr.
ton.
Also
on
History,"
"Negro In Our
MUST BE PREPARED
Mid-West Sportsman Golf Club of
Carter G. Woodson; "Negro in written about or by leading NeIn stressing the important, of Milwaukee, Wisc.. and the East
American Civilization," by C. gro churchmen, statesmen a n d working t h e success f o ;49„.0 1 a
Denver Golf Club of Denver, Colo.
Johnson; "Negro Family In Ameri- educators.
President Walker said, "Already THE OFFICERS
The library is open Monday, the forces of integration are
ca," F. F. Frazier; "Negro in
The following officers were electAmerican Life and Thruight," by Wednesday and Friday from 2 til breathing down our necks. We've ed to serve the
organization for
Tuesday,
Thursday
m.
and
Ne8
p.
the
"What
the
Logan,
and
R. W.
got to prepare ourselves for
the
coming
year:
Atty. Oscar
p.
m.
and Saturday from 2 til 6
gro Thinks," by A. Moton.
day when competition will be total; Jones of Des Moines, Iowa, presiMrs. Oates has arranged a spec- Traveling Library service is also for that day when we are thrown dent; Legean Clark of
Denver,
ial exhibit which will highlight the available for Negro communities. into the mainstream of Ameri- Cob., 1st vice president; E. H.
Memphis-Shelcontributions the Negro has made Services are free to
can economy."
Cochran, of Milwaukee, Wisc.,
for his race and his country. List- by county residents.
The report of Secretary B. G. 2nd vice president; Herman Mcprothe
jr., substantiated
secreKinney of Detroit,
gress mentioned by President tary; Robert Wright of Met
—ill-AK
the
out
brought
also
Walker, and
Tenn., treasurer and Jack Pettimagnificent job the Company is ford of Springfield, HI., tournadoing in making available capital ment director.
to promote better housing faciliAppointed to serve on committies for our people. The mortgage tees were Philip McGuire, of Des
loan item as of Dec. 31, 1955, was Moines, Iowa, chairman of pubapproximately $5,762,000, an in- licity, along Aith Miss Juanita
of approximately $883,000 Hanger of Omaha, Neb., and Lecrease
that
showed
report
year.
His
vious
EmULICO
Members of the
1954.
over
in
loans
made
98
gean Clark of Denver, Colo. Clyde
ployes Federal Credit Union vot- the credit union
Expressions of sympathy were Williams of Minneapolis was
ed themselves a 2.4 per cent divi- amounts ranging from $50 to $150
dend on shares and increased the for a total of $10,855 in loans dur- made concerning the death of one appointed chairman of the CSGA
of the pioneers of the Company, Committee for Tournament recomtreasurer's salary in the third an- ing 1955.
nual meeting held last week in I Miss Lovie Montgomery is presi- a former officer, directormendations, along with John
the Universal Life Insurance com- dent of the union. It has a mem- stockholder — Mark W. Bonner — Williams, Clyde Williams and Bert
bers', ? of 174 members.
who died in December, 1955, in Davison, all of Minneapolis-St.
pany's assembly hall.
SPEAKS
Ohio.
Cleveland,
BROXTERMAN
savings
Paul, Minn.
The credit union is a
W. F. Broxterman of ChattaOther than the promotions preLeroy Young of Memphis was
and loan cooperative with a Fednooga, field man of the Tennessee viously mentioned, there were no pointed chairman of the CSGA°
eral charter.
structure.
official
Credit Union League, gave a brief changes in the
o r Tournament
Committee
W. L. Brooks, jr., treasurer, re- talk before the union. Miss Juanita All directors were re-elected.
Means committee, to serve with
ported that shareholdings in the Reddick sang a solo, "Danny
Richard Smith of Springfield, Ohio,
union reached $6,857.14 in 1955, Boy." She was accompanied by
and Miss Juanita Hanger of Omaa 45 per cent gain over the pre- Mrs. Mamie Davis, at the piano.
ha, Neb.
The various committees made Volunteer
THE DELEGATES
reports on activities carried o u t
The following attended the meetduring the year.
ing: Milton Wilson, Omaha, Neb.;
Members of the board of directMrs. Geneva Scott and Miss Mary
ors are Miss Montgomery, Mr. S
A. Hicks of Peoria, Ill.; Clyde
Brooks, R. L. Wynn, Mrs. Helen
purn
Williams, John Williams and Bert
Bowens Mrs. Alma Ross, Mrs.
Davison of Minneapolis-St. Paul,
Maggie Coleman and Mrs. FranSeveral Negro women volunteer Minn.n; Harold I. Johns, Robert
cis Hassell.
workers with the local chapter of Wright and LeRoy Young of MemBonner Chandler, Miss Ida Page the American Red Cross walked phis, Tenn.; Atty. Oscar Jones and
By ALEXANDER DELOACH, Jr.
and Miss Betsy Jones constitute out of the awards luncheon held L. Philip McGuire of Des Moines,
The Booker T. Washington bas- the auditing committee.
last week at the Evergreen Pres- Iowa; Herman McKinney, Detroit,
ket ballet continued as this town's CREDIT COMMITTEE
byterian church.
Mich.; Virgil McKnight and NaNo. 1 stage attraction last TuesOn the credit committee are
The women said they resented thaniel Jordan of St. Louis, Mo.;
day night as the Warriors rolled Jo n A. Olive, Mrs. Celeste Ham- their being seated at one table
Mrs. Charley Hamler and Richard
to a 62-46 victory over the Mel- lei"and Mrs. Julia Springer.
placed on the left side of the Smith of Springfield, Ill.; E. H.
rose Golden Wildcats in the MelAppointees to the educational white church and well to the rear. Cochran of Milwaukee, Wisc., and
.
rose gym.
They were also displeased, they
committee which includes publiciThis was Booker l's fifth win ty, program, project and member- said, over the fact that Chaplain Legean Clark of Denver, Colo.
In the prep league. They are un- ship are:
L. A. Thigpen received no written
tied and undefeated.
M. L. Baxter, Mrs.C. E. Row- invitation to the affair but was
Coach Bill Folwkes' boys a r e an, Miss Naomi Gordan, Mrs. Ear- called on the telephone the day
showing the fans every trick in lone Nelson, Mrs. Willie Mae Alex- before the luncheon.
the book plus a lot of new ones. ander, Miss Gussie Sweet, Miss
Some of the_volunteer workers
Some 400 fans enjoyed the assort- Carrie Smith, Miss Ida Mae Walk- remained for the meeting.
ment offered by the Warriors last er, Mrs. Freddie Wesley, Mrs.
Tuesday night.
Martha B. Whitney, Miss Yolanda
LED AT HALF
Harris, Mrs. Marie Smith, Mrs.
CHICAGO, Illinois —
It was close just a little bit at Sarah Smith and Miss Lovie MontTwo teen-agers, accused of the
the start of this often rough game. gomery.
savage beating of Anthony Grott,
The Wildcats held on in the early
A Winthrop Rockefeller Scholar- 32, an eighth grade teacher at
minutes, even had a two point
ship Fund of $25,000 has been es- Schiller school, were reportedly
10-8 lead after four minutes.
tablished at Philander Smith col- named in true bills by the grand
But the Warriors, sparked by
The Sixteen Sophisticates met lege for Negro high school gradu- jury Tuesday.
John Gray, started doing this and
The youths, Obie Randall, 17, of I
that and everhything right. War- Friday. Feb. 3 at the home of ates from schools in Pulaski
1224 Howe at., and Winfred G.
riors' guard Howard Mathis hit Mrs. Victoria Hopson of 1443 Tu- county.
The fund originally went to Dun- Mines, 17, of 2222 State, allegedly
for two straight field goals and nica, A pre-Valentine party will
Melrose's George Martin came be held on Saturday, Feb. 11 at bar Junior college but was trans- admitted they beat Grott when
back down court to lay up one. the home of Mrs. Alice Claxton. ferred to Philander Smith accord- the teacher atterripted to evict
At halftime the Melrose fans Everyone is invited. Mrs. Marion ing to the terms of the grant after them from a schoorcorridor. Grott
went wild because their team was NoLn is president and Mrs. Ore- the junior college was discontin- lives at 2447 W. Chicago.
ued.
Grot was on his way to the
leading the mighty Warriors, 26- tha Donaldson is reporter.
The Little Rock Board of Edu- school office to report two youths
24.,
About 10 million convention cation named Mrs. Edgar F. Dix- who were molesting girls. Four.
But the rest of the game the
guests visit hotels to attend up- on, one of its members, as chair- teen stitches were required to
way the Warriors went.
The Warriors got the best of wards of 18,000 meetings each year man of the scholarship commit- close a wound on the teacher's
averaging two days.
tee.
&TN= matching, 43-37.
bead.
The Thirty-third Annual Stock- Gilliam was elected vice president
holders Meeting of Universal Life r Director of Agencies.
Insurance Company was held Fri- I These two well-known and wellday, Jan. 27, in the Company's versed life insurance personalities
Home Office building, 480 Linden joined the official staff
,f UniverAvenue.
sal Life, as senior fficers, in
The meeting saw two of t h e 1952 when the first major official
youngest officers promoted to Vice changes were made in the ComPresidents. L. R. Taylor was made pany since its organization in 1923.
vice president-Actuary, and H. A. President A. M. Walker highly

„ „,
(loiters now
,2-Day Meet;
Elect Wright

Cossitt To Observe
Negro History Week
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SERVING YOU BETTER
* 769 South Cooper
* 2362 Summer Ave.
* 2923 Poplar Ave.

SAVING YOU MORE
* 973 South Third Street
* 4569 Summer Ave.
* 3150 Highway 51, North

We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

ROUND STEAK U. S. Choice Grade
• ▪ • Lb 69c
• Lb. 75c
SIRLOIN STEAK U. S. Choice Grade
a Lb. 35c
CHUCK ROAST U. S Choice Grade
1 Lb. 33c
GROUND BEEF Fresh & Lean 3 for 95c
Pork Chop-Ettes Rath Black Hawk, 8 oz. Pkg.
Veal Chop-Ettes Rath Black Hawk, 8 oz.
Beef Chop-Ettes Rath Black Hawk, 801. a at per package 49c
Pork Sausage Wilson Certified, No. 2 Roll woos 49c
a

•

Rockefeller Fund
Goes To Philander

16 Sophisticates

•
to

Indict Pair
In Beating
Of Teacher

U

MI

II

•

11

•

II

IN

a

a

la

OAT

No. 300
Can
4 For

P

•

Basket Ballet
Continues To
Win For BTW

•

•

ULICO Credit Union
Votes 2.4 Dividend

Red
Cross Workers
Bias

a

29c

PORK AND BEANS

LIMIT 4 CANS

IN TOMATO SAUCE

•

JEWEL Shortening
LIBBY'S FROZEN PIES
8 oz. BEEF 8 oz. CHICKEN 8 oz. TURKEY

49c
5for 95c
• • • .... 15,
39,
49c
29c
29c
•

a

• • • • • • ••

101 oz. APPLE

101

QT. of CLOROX
DUDE RANCH luscious Strawberry Preserves
EGGS Natco Grade A Large
CHARM1N TISSUE •
PETER PAN Peanut Butter
•

1?.^

a

IF

el

'4

ti

3 lb. Can

a

I

sr

el

II

oz. CHERRY

Qt.

tll

II

ea

II

11

a

20 Oz, Jar

I

Doz.

4 Pkg.

12 Oz. Jar

LIVELIPRN.9
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What Elizabeth Sees During Tour Of Nigeria

DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am I have been a widow for three
light brown skin, weigh 150 pounds, years, have three children and
divorced and have a darling baby own my home. I would like to get
married again as I am very lonegirl. I am a real home maker, ly. I will exchange photos. Mrs.
good cook, love church, TV, fish- Gertrude Huff, 218 N. Cherry St.,
ing, theatres and used to nice San Antonio, Texas.
a*
•
things. I am very affectionate and
have high school education, and
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am
a couple of diplomas, dress nice, 26 years of age, 6 ft. 2 inches
a little spoiled but proud. I desire tall, weigh 195 pounds and dark
a man between 45 and 60 years of brown complexion. I would like
age. I would prefer Spanish or very much to meet some nice girl
European but will consider other between the ages of 18 and 26 who
races if kind and affectionate: also is interested in marriage. I hope
broadminded. I am said to be nice someone will write to me, because
looking. Miss Thornton, 430 I am very lonely. I promise to
Blackford, Indianapolis, Ind.
answer all letters. Virgil Mitchell,
•*
C 47 921, P. 0. Box 73, Petros,
' DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am a Tenn.
*IS
man 37 years old and would like
to correspond with a nice attrac- DEAR MME. CHANTE: I would
tive young lady between the ages very lonely and hope some lonely
of 20 and 30. I am 6 ft. 1 inch girl will read the column and
esos
tall, brown complexion and ming- write to me. I would like to have IN EASTERN NIGERIA (phohelps mothers with post-natal
geria, children learn elemenNigeria's expanding educationling gray hair of a nice grade. some one to love and cherish and to at left) a midwife
of the
advice and care. In center
tary subjects. Children like
al program. Training the nurI will answer all letters regard- treat a girl like she should be Oriu maternity
home also
photo, in a village school in Nithese will reap the benefit of
ses Nigeria urgently needs
less of nationality. Must send pho- treated. I am 22 years of age,
to in first letter or don't write. ft. 5 inches tall, dark brown eyes,
Alvin Irwin, 6408 Ingleside, Chi- complexion brown skin, black
' A day after her arrival the
eyes, black curly hair, considered
cago 37, Ill.
Queen presided at a colorful Afri••
handsome and have no bad habits.
can colonial state dinner of chicken and barracuda.
DEAR MME. CHANTE : I am Will answer all letters. William
a divorced woman 54 years old, Black, 48229 Box 73 C, Petros,
However, the start of Queen
dark brown skin and have no bad Tenn.
Elizabeth's visit to Nigeria was
•••
habits. I am a real Christian wommarred Sunday when police had
an. I would like to write to a nice) DEAR MME. CHANTE: I would
to use fists and clubs to beat back
Christian man who has no bad like pen pals mostly from girls
thousands of natives straining for
habits but likes the things that I 19 to 25 years old, and mostly
a glimpse. Police lines were broklike. I will give more details in servicemen. I am 19 years old, 5 LAGOS, Nigeria — Queen Eliza- African troops in a race track tom torn language as she set out en and several hundred Nigerians
my next letter. Miss Thelma Boyd, It. 5 inches tall, dark brown eyes, beth arrived here last week end amid a drizzling rain, and sipped an her royal tour of the crown moved toward the royal party.
weigh 127 pounds and hair in Ital- on a 20-day visit.
21 Rush st.,,Dayton 8, Ohio.
The weather was not fit for a
And during the soft drinks with about 800 Africans colony.
ian sissily. My brother also would
She was calm and unflustered queen, but Monday Nigerian chief
a'
,••
last
seven
at
days
the
Government
she:
house.
in the mid-80 heat as she left Aba Adele II was ordered head
/ DEAR MME. CHANTE: This like pen pals mostly from girls
Fantastic throngs, ranging from the plane that had flown her and medicine
Met Nigerian social, industrial
new year finds me in search for ages 14 to 17. He is a sophomore
man to practice "juju"
some young lady who is able and at Haynes High and is 16 years and political leaders; listened as half naked natives to dignitaries the Duke of Edinburgh from Lon- to keep the weather as comfortable
attired
in the height of Nigerfan don. She wore a white rose figured as possible. The
willing to make definite plans tor old. His name is Clyde Dotson of cially composed tunes,e rviweed
queen thanked the
and European fashion, welcomed dress, a pink straw hat, s.id open. chief
the near future and who can give the same address. Mary F. Payne, cially
for his concern.
.composed
tunes,
reviewed
Queen
Elizabeth
with
cheers
3304
Walton
and
toed
Lane, Nashville, Tenn.
white shoes.
a lonely, half disgusted but a highThe chief told newsmen at a my•• *
ly ambitious guy a brighter outDEAR MME. CHANTE: I am
look on life. She must be sincere
and I wiuld prefer her to be be- very interested in acquiring some
tween the ages of 16 and 23. Her pen pals. I am a college junior.
past life doesn't matter but she 20 years of age. I am projecting
must be truthful about it. If from myself into the field of music. the Chicago vicinity please send My ambition is to become a conphone number and if possible en- cert soloist. Reginald Allen Jarclose photo in first letter. I will vis, 555 College ave., Orangeburg,
BARELY TWO hours after Abra- (Herb Baker) who wrote "I Love
answer all letters. Ron Cameo, 12 S. C.
of the Brotherhood of Sleeping thing Eartha Kitt can do is to
•*•
ham Lincoln was assassinated in
NV. Ahams, Chicago 12, Ill.
to Love," was in the audience. Car Porters, and a vice presi- continue investing
money in
Ford's
•a •
Theater, the manager of ' Whatta song!
DEAR MME CHANTE: I am
dent of the AFL-CIO, will serve ' dress shops.
Grover's Theater — a competi- 20TH
' DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am trying to get in touch with Saints
CENTURY For, the same as a national labor sponsor for TWO QUARTETS have been voted
-491years old. I want to hear from all over the world. I have been tor' of Ford — sent tele- company that put Harry Bela- the American Friends of the Hethe most disgusting singing
gram
to
his
boss
in
New
York fonte in "Carmen
a man from the ages of 49 to 55. sanctified and saved by His powJones," tried brew University.
' groups in the U. S.: The Four
I weigh 165 pounds and go to er and I want to hear from other City, saying: "President Lincoln
to sign the lad, billed as "Amer- SOME 100,000 Americans, an in- Aces and the Crew Cuts. But
was shot tonight in Ford's The- ica's greatest
church. I hope to hear from you Saints because after three long
folk singer," f o r
crease of 25 percent over 1955, ' they're making hit records.
ater.
Thank God it wasn't ours." three flicks this
soon. Lee Anna Price, 1215 Wylie years of sickness I know they will
will
year.
best
The
visit Scandinavia in 1956.
SEN. EASTLA,ND, the acid-tongave., Pittsburgh 19. Pa.
not let me down. I will appreciate A THREE-year project to test new
he could do was sign for one. IN THE 10 years since World War ed Mississippi Democrat,
said
and
developing
methods
of
tu•s *
anyone writing. I am 44 years old
He's planning a Broadway show H-1946 to 1955 inclusive — the last week (among other things)
berculosis control will get underand
of
full
the
Holy
Ghost.
Mrs.
and
has
a
CHANTE:
am
long
I
MME.
list
' DEAR
of night club
railroads of the United States
that the South must take the
way this month in a '25-block
engagements to fulfill.
35, 5 ft. 3 inches tall, brown skin M. B. Merriwether, 1604 Hamilton
' halm spent nearly Ell billion for ' offense in its fight to maintain
area
of
lower
Harlem.
The
proA. PHILIP Randolph, the silver- capital improvements,
and weigh 125 pounds. I am in. St., Memphis 14, Tenn.
racially segregated public
ject is expected to cost about tongued
terested in corresponding a n d •
•••
international president SOME ARE saying the smartest schools.
3250,000.
meeting men of my own age or
IN WILLIAMSTOWN, Mass., last
DEAR MME CHANTE: I would ALL THE capital lawmakers in
five years older, who likes good
week, the Williams college chapnice to have pen pals. Doreen MorWashington have been invited to
books and anxious to get the most
ter
of the Sigma Phi fraternity
rison, 1 B Mid ave., Kingston Gar- jam sessions at the National Thefaced loss of its national affiliaater
Sarah
when
Vaughan,
Al
if humor but with both feet on the dens, Kingston, P. 0. Jamaica.
tion for pledging two unidentiHibbler and Count Basie (with
ground. I will be glad to exchange
••
fied
Negro students.
Singing
Jeie- Witliams) invade
The Urban League of Greater sion agreed to set up machinery
pictures. Bertha....V. _Moore. 765
SAID THE TIMES Picayupe last
DEAR .MME CHANTE: I am a
the city.
New
York
last
Trursday
called for an industry-wide investigation
St. Johns pl., BrooklYn
week on Queen Elizabeth's visit
7
"
7177.---c
—n11iiTe-cl Jamaican widow of very SIR BASIL Henriques.
Britain's upon the New York State Com- of discrimination.
•• *
to Nigeria: "Queen Elizabeth's
excellent character and sweet disforemost authority on juvenile mission Against Discrimination
Previously, it had acted solely
1 DEAR MME. CHASTE: I am a position. I am a nurse. I am dedelinquency, arrived in Chicago to put into effect a never-before- ot complaints of individuals that three-week journey into the very
young man 25 years old. I am a sirous of corresponding with a
center of Africa serves to focus
last week to confer with experts used section of the state's anti- they were discriminated against.
Negro, 5 ft. 7 inches tall, weigh cultured, loving and kind hearted
a spotlight an the whole develbias law in order to curb alleged
in the field.
The League's application waS opment of self-government in
160 pounds and brown skin. My American gentleman. Please send
THE
discrimination
OTTO
Preminger
film
veragainst
Negroes presented personally to Commis- British
profession is journalism. I would photo. M. C. Green, 1 C Mapleloft
Africa."
sion of Nelson Algren's "The by airlines operating in the sfate. sion chairman Charles Abrams by
like to make acquaintance with are., Windward rd.. P. 0., KingGROUNDWORK for a new rural
Man
The
With
Golden
The
Arm."
league
asked
for
the
creaMrs. Sophia Yarnell Jacobs, civil defense program, designed
a lady either of caucasian cr orien- ston, Jamaica, 13WL
was denied a seal of approval tion of a state-wide citizens' ad- league
president: Theodore W. to strengthen the preparedness
tal race. Looks are unimportant,
* ••
by the Motion Picture Associa- visory agency or conciliation Kheel,
chairman of the League's
but she must have sense of huof the 55,000,000 persons who live
tion of America. But since its council to investigate the airlines' Committee on Employment
mor and be of artistic mentality. DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am
Op- in rural America, was laid at a
release
throughout
years
the
alleged
26
country
of
refusal
age,
height
to
hire
6
ft.
qualified
8
Object marriage. Gilbert Taylor,
portunities for Negroes in the Air- conference in Washington last
by United Artists, the movie has Negroes in flight positions, such line
Industry and impartial chair- week with the organization of
7157 S. St. Lawrence, Chicago, Ill. inches, medium brown complexion and quite a sober disposition. attracted record crowds at pre- as pilots, flight engineer, steward
•• •
man
of the city's private transit the National Advisory Council
miers in New York, Chicago and or wardess.
' DEAR MME. CHASTEN: I an I am very interested in corresindustry:
Ramon E. Rivera, for Rural Civil Defense.
Los
ponding
Angeles.
someone
with
in the
WOULD SET PRECEDENT
seeking a girl or mostly a wife.
THE RAPID emergence of women
If the Commission acts favor- League Industrial Relations Di- into community
It doesn't matter about the race, States. Asquth Johnson, c-o Ja- LENA HORSE is wowing 'em at
life of many
aica
m
Public
S.
Co.,
Kingston,
W.
Hollywood's
Cocoanut
rector
and
Grov
Edward
e.
S.
Lewis,
exeably on the application, it will
just as long as she is willing to
countries abroad, particularly in
Jamaica,
13WI.
Belle Baker, mother of the boy mark the first time the Commis- cutive director.
go along with me and accept what
Africa, the Middle East and Asia
I am able to offer. 1 work hard
has resulted in increased deevery day. Those who are looking
tnands to provide vocational and
VEEP
MOUE
*V
1
for a play boy or a pretty fellow
citizenship guidance to help
LoOKIWc *Mk 'AlktChi
please don't write. Plea,c send
these women meet the needs of
q0UN6
vt am?
picture in first letter. I would pretheir countries.
fer ages from 19 to 32 and light.
JOYCE BRYANT'S agent, Jerry
I am 32 years old. weigh 175 lbs.,
Levy, hasn't tossed her contract
light skin, bro.,\ n eyes, black wavy
into the waste basket, although
hair and 6ft. 6 inches tall. I can
she says she has given up her
s
be reached by phone from 6.30 to
singing career for the church.
•
5:30 a.m. Willie P. Shelton. Apt.
45, 714 E. Oakwood blvd Hotel,
Chicago, Ill.

Queen Liz Reviews Her
Nigerian Troops In Rain

People,Places and Things

League Fights Airline Bias

E. Frederick Morrow
To Address Ohioans

* ••

DEAR 5111r.--CIIXM`E-:--,kgat.......4
30 years of my devoted sen ice to
the government I am retiring due
to my health. I am 5 ft. 11 inches
brown skin. I have a deep desire
to meet
very refined school
pampa palaislaz R JO isqaeat
nurse. Height any where from 5
ft. up, age 30 to 45. weigh not
over 140 and color doesn't impress me. I would like someone
with intentions to get somewhere
in this world of loll and snares
and like the church and other social affairs. She shouldn't be too
hard to find. She can ante me
for the .present at 3653 S. Michigan ave. George Hill, Chicago 15,

+4Ave -to Look(
vt!

DEAR MME. CHASTE: I am
S6 years old, 5 ft. 10 ft.
tall and weigh 180 sounds.kil am a
lids operator lir 'he city. I would
late to correspond with young tads.. setween the ages of 25 and
40. Please don t wnte if not serious.
answer all ;Eters. Race
or troller 3001 aot matter. Roy
Vaeghn, 3521 Maryland ave., c-o
Leweesee, Chicago, Ill.
• ••
Dour. MME. CHANTE. I am
5a years old. 5 ft. 4 Inches
Lavin skis and 'reign 144 pounds.
3 Tan

TOLEDO, Ohio — E. rederic
Morrow, Administrative officer for
the special projects group in the
executive office of President Eisenhower, will come into Ohio to
make two speeches during Negro
History Week.
Morrow, a Fformer public relations officer for the Columbia
Broadcasting System, in telling of
the Negro's history, will place
special emphasis ont he Negro's
progress during the past three
years.
On Feb. 14, he will appear at the
Quinn Memorial AME church in
Steubenville, where Rev. C. Lincoln Cadet], pastor of the church,
will act as chairman. The following night. Morrow will appear at
the Warren AME church in Toledo, with Slater Gibson, noted Toledo attorney, chairingt he meeting.

Seeks UN Seat
UNITED NATIONS, N. Y.—The
United States has asked for an
early meeting of the United Nations Security Council to approve
the application of the Sudan for

U. N. membership.
ON,

(photo at right) takes time.
The nurses in photo are under
training in Lagos, the Federal

capital.
Britain.
Ibadan
training

Others are trained in I
The new hospital at I
will have a nurses'
center.

at garden party in Government about a half hour while the queen
House that he ordered some rain was inspecting Nigeria's crack in"to cool the queen." Rain fell for fantry regiment.

AQUARIUS — Jan. 21-Feb; 19
Aquarius is the eleventh sign
of the Zodiac, Uranus, the Planet and the Amethyst and Sapphire are your birthstones. No
other sign in the zodiac produces people so needful of a
sympathetic, peaceful and harmonious environment. The nervous organization is such that an
atmosphere of discord and noise
couli really make one ill.
This sign rules freedom and
independence, anyone married
to an Aquarian must take into
account these characteristics.
The bond between married couples born in Aquarius (one or
both) is likely to be one of great
comradeship rather than an amorous love.
Aquarian% are well suited to
all humanitarian, political and
.educational pursuits. Every progressive field of endeavor appeals to you, and you can find
success in a great variety of occupations. If you are born under this sign or one of the other.
.Zodiscal signs, why not send for
your 1956-57 Horoscope today, to
help you with your daily problems.
.•
• •
Dear Prof. Herman : I have be
reading your column for quite
sometime and found it quite interesting. Will you please help me
with this problem. My son will not
go to school. What can I do? ANXIOUS MOTHER.
ANS. After giving your ques-

tion careful thought I find that
your son is just passing through
that stage where he doesn't wish
to concentrate upon school but.
just wants to play ball and have.
fun. Don't worry too much about
this. He will soon realize that in
order to take rail in the various
activities he likes such as footbell, etc., he must get good
grades in his studies and apply
himself. This if nothing else seill
make him change his way of
thinking and settle down.
*
R. G. Will we make the change?
ANS. It seems thst a change
will soon take place in your home
that will bring about a better
feeling and understanding. The
talk you have rscently had with
your in-laws will help them to
understand you and your husband's plans for the future and
they will not interfere again. Be
patient a little longer; they
don't mean any harm.
*•*
A. W. I was born March lit.
What is that sign and what is my
birthstone?
ANS. You were born under the
sign of Pisces, the twelfth sign
of the zodiac. Neptune is the
Planet, and the Chrysolite and
Moonstone are the birthstones.
J. J. Did he mean what he said?
ANS. He seems to be a truthful person, and you need not
doubt his sincerity. He is indeed quite fond of you and will
prove this as time goes on.

OBSERVATIONS
by Charles L. Browne
Forever And A Day
I've been playing round at marriage. . .For yes, these many years
But fortunately, I've found out. . .That you're a precious
dear
I've been taking you for granted. . .Being a half of mate
Looking lightly on my marriage. .. As tho it did not rate
But now I've seen my so-called friends. ..By whom I set
such store
JUST skew away as I slid down...with trouble at my door.
But you, my brave and darling wife...When things were looking black
You made me know I was not out. . .Regardless of my lack
So now I have determined, to. . .Live up to married ways
Protect. and LOVE, and honor you...Forever, and a day.
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Dumping Civil Rights
The chairman of the Democratic National Committee, Paul Butler, recently gave
an interview to some representatives of the
Negro Press. Butler, by virture of his position, is the spokesman for the party. What
he says about the actions and intentions of
this particular body in a year of a Presidential election is highly significant.
To sum it up, Butler virtually tossed
civil rights out the window as an unimportant issue in the campaign. We wonder if he
may not have also thrown a lot of votes out
too.
Mr. Butler insists that the U.S. Constitution sufficiently covers the rights of all
citizens and therefore there shouldn't be
any need for special civil rights legislation
nor for bi-partisan commissions to study the
problems as suggested by President Eisenhower which he dismisses as "poppycock."
We agree that the constitution covens
all of the basic rights, but Butler knows, or
at least, he ought to know that the constitutional rights of a sizeable segment of the
population have been deliberately ignored
since before the guns were silenced at
Shiloh.
To pretend that there is no need for implementation of the provisions of the cons-

titution- is as foolish and deceitful as the
ostrich hiding its head in the sand. Moreover, the chairman of the Democratic Party
is wandering far a-stray from the principles and objectives of civil rights i‘s so
clearly enunciated by former President
Harry Truman.
In his memoirs which are being released,
Harry Truman tells why he took such a
bold stand on civil rights in the face of formidable opposition and at the considerable
risk of defeat in his bid for election in 1948.
Said Mr. Truman: "To me, party platforms
are contracts with the people ,and I always
looked upon them as agreements that had
to be carried out. That is why I as perfectly willing to risk defeat in 1948 by sticking
to the civil rights plank in my platform."
Frankly speaking, we are very disappointed in Butler's attitude. It is an indication of a serious condition of mind which
the Democratic Party has fallen into and a
desertion of the Roosevelt-Truman philosophy which once endeared itse4f to the millions of little people who felt they had at
long last found a friend in court.
This kind of indifference can, if unchecked, lead the "party of the people" into treacherous waters.

Come, Come Adlai!

Brotherhood Week Recalls Rocky Road Of Brotherhood

In Minneapolis, a few days ago, Adlai
Stevenson spoke out against an anti-segregation rider to the School Aid bill now
before Congress, saying "I believe in encouraging education, not discouraging it."
After some criticism and inquiries
about his remarks, the Democratic twicepresidential hopeful attempts to clarify his
stand by going back and digging up some
old speeches.
They all add up to the same thing. He
is against withholding funds and he is for
a federal give-away to Mississippi, South
Carolina, Virginia, and Georgia, and all the
rest of ths states which are thumbing a

collective nose at the Supreme Court and
the U. S.
Now you can call up all the Philadelphia
lawyers in "Poor Richard's" town and you
can render all the opinions in the books, but
anybody with a normal I. Q. knows that
when the checks are passed around, the
states defying the Supreme Court decision
will take the money and go right on building segregated schools and ranting about
"interposition."
On the record, Stevenson's position on
civil rights these days seems to be just so
much mealy pap. It looks to us. Adlai, that
you're for encouraging discrimination and
not education.

What The People Say
• He's "Amazed"

•

Dear Editor: — I am amazed
at the fact that I have not heard
any colored people make any remarks about the possible guilt on
the part of that 14-year-old Negro
boy, which led to his brutal murder last year.
Whatever his responsibility was,
It did not call for the treatment
which he received. But it ought
to be borne in mind that a man
white or black is within his right
when he takes a sane step in the
matter of defending the moral status of his wife or sister. For a
Negro boy to go down in Mississippi and make improper advances to a white woman, he is
of a very smart, ignorant type or
he is crazy.
There is not only ''white supremacy" in Mississippi but also there
are white men who maintain sanctity of white woman and especially their wives, sisters, mothers
etc.
That boy should have been examined for sanity and found either
insane, or sane. He should have
received corrective punishment or
proper correction and not such a
terrible death. Righteousness exalts a nation but sin is a reproach
to any people. W. Vantwiller A.
Franklin, Los Anngeles, Calif.

••
A Great Minister

•

Dear Editor: It Is gratifying for
me to say a few words in our
great paper, about one of our
great ministers of this city and
state. Dr. B. W. Coats, pastor of
the First Union Baptist church has
been elected pastor of the Tabernacle Baptist church Birmingham, Ala.
Should he accept the call, the
East Miss. Convention and the
city of Meridian as well as the
First Union Baptist church will
miss him and his ideal counselling.
Dr. Coats has served this church
for 30 years, and is also one of tile
instructors of Christian Education
at the Meredian Baptist Seminary.

"What Cowards!"

Writes The Senators

Thanks, Mrs. Tiesler

Dear Editor: I have written the
following letter to the Senators
from Illinois:
"I urge that you support the bill
Introduced by Rep. Diggs. (Mich.)
which would bar those Senators
and Representatives from Congress sent by those states that
deny suffrage, the right to vote to
their citizens.
"This would help enforce the constitutional rights, particularly of
citizens in the southern states, both
Negro and white. The vast majority of the Negro people are currently illegally deprived of their
vote through Jim Crow laws; and
many of the poor white people
are
equally
disenfranchised
through these poll tax laws, literacy laws and other devices set
up by the Southern States to perpetuate the very conditions our
forefathers so valiantly fought to
eliminate in the Civil War.
"The ugly lynch murder of Emmett Till, a mere boy who was
crucified because ol this condition
in the South; where his murders
went scottfree is one case in poie.t.
Another is the action by Sen. Eastland (Mississippi) who is organizing defiance of the Supreme Court
decision outlawing segregation in
the schools of our nation.
''A Nation divided against itself
must perish.' The crisis our beicved country today faces is primarily due to the hard fact that
the Congressmen elected in the
bulk of the Southern States represent only a small minority of the
people in their states and hence
are accountable to no one. Such
irresponsibility must be stopped.
"I urge that you support the bill
that Rep. Diggs has introduced."
— S. Gibons, Oak Park, Ill.

Dear Editor: As a white woman
who was born in South Africa, and
whose ancestors come from Louisiana, I have a rather special interest ir. the problem of Negro.
white friendship and Integration.
The terrible situation in Mississippi, and throughout the South
weighs heavily on every true
American, even those like myself
who live up in Buffalo, N. Y. —
where by the 'ay, relations between the races could also stand
improvement!
The case of Emmett Till aroused
my anger and grief to the point
where I had to express some of
my feelings in a poem which was
printed in the 'Empire Star," one
of our Buffalo Negro newspapers.
I am so happy to see that "The
Defender" is to appear also as a
daily, and send you my heartiest
wishes for well-deserved success.
— Mrs. A. S. Tiesler, Buffalo, N.
Y.

•

•••

"Hopes He Reads It"
Dear Editor: I do hope you will
publish this letter, and I also hope
a certain southerner named "Chester Griffin" reads it. When I first
read his letter I got mad and
threw the paper down.
But as I thought about it I started to feel sorrow for him. The
average white man from the South
should be pitied not talked about.
He (the white .an) is so jealous
of the Negro he will do anything
in his power to keep him down.
As for the Negro being an inferior race the average Negro can
and will outsmart the average
white if given half the chance.
If the white man doesn't like
our color why does he bake himself in the sur trying to get darker, and why do his women, even
fr im the South, ty to get our
Negro boys? So why doesn't the
white man just shut up and sit
down? Who do they think they're
trying to fool? — Miss Pauline
Warfield, Cleveland, Ohio.

•••

mentioned doesn't have God. If
this is the case, then people are
Dear Editor: Where will modern day Christianity lead us too? not serving the true and living
Will it give us the deliverance God, but a false saviour, whose
God promised us? What did God reward is eternal death. William
0. Young and James Carr.
promise? These questions should
• • *
be of interest to everyone, because It details with our lives and "A House DIdiv.ed" —guide
Dear Editor: 'A hou:e divided
future destiny:
The Western world professes within itself cannot stand.' This is
Christianity more than any other one of the most accurate pronation on earth, yet confusion phecies ever predicted in any
exists. Different organizations say sense. At one time or other, great
they are serving the same God, civilizations have fallen because
yet hatred, malice, envy, adultery of internal strife, confusion and
and covetousness exist among treachery.
the so-called leaders of these or- Germany failed to conquer England because of internal intrigue
ganizations.
God forbids such things among and double-crossings of its own
His people. It is impossible to leaders. This adverse situation fiplea se God without love. be- nally led to its own ignominious
defeat.
cause God is love.
Anyone who does the things I R. T. Jackson, Denver, Colo.

Dear Editor: Please let it be False Prophets
known that at least I am in the
fight with Dr. T. R. M. Howard.
It seems that he is the only Negro
that has the guts to fight for the
human rights of Negroes in this
country.
I have never seen such a hunch
of cowards, even these organizations that have so much power
and money. What are they doing?
:int a lot if yapping loud talk,
collecting fneney. What for?
Only Dr. Howard is doing anything among the 15 million Negroes in this country and he is
the -mly one with enough pride
and self respect to fight for his
own survival.
What a shame, if we cannot do
any better than this. What COWards!—Orlando L. Dickerson, Dayton, Ohio.

too many people, hi too many
WHO'S UNCLE TOM?
Should a man be condemned places, at too many times are beand executed because he won't ing labeled for too many loose
carry a chip on his shoulder? Be- reasons with the ugly epithet,
cause he won't cuss a policeman? "Uncle Tom".
Somebody needs to point out that
Because he would rather persuade
than compel? Because he prefers Christ, in His humility on the apnot to fight? Because he won't proach to the Cross, might have
r'ar back and speak his piece at been called an Uncle Tom. He
the slightest provocation? Because had power He didn't use to strike
he tries to face the facts of life back at His oppressors. It is barein any situation? Because he does ly possible that some of the Nenot think its reasonable to twist groes who are cussed as Uncle
a lion's tail when his head is in Toms could be real Christians. ..
and have the courage to stand up
the lion's mouth?
Well, now, those and a lot of to injustice and persecution with
related questions are being raised the love of Christ and humanity
among the Negroes of this com- and the spirit of forgiveness in
munity and in many other com- their hearts.
It's conceded that such people.
munities as the tensions of race
relations come more and more of whatever race, are apparently
conspicuously down front. A lot of few and far between. But now let's
Negroes went to hear Thurgood look at another class of Negroes
Marshall spealelhe other night to who are being unjustly labelled as
keep from being called 'Toms". Uncle Toms, in the opinion of the
"Shadows".
NEED RE-DEFINITION
These are they who might be
The time has come when the
Negro needs a re-definition of the called realists. They are the ones
term "Uncle Tom". Traditionally, who have more sense than the
Harriet Beecher Stowe's shadowy "brave goat". You know the one
character, Uncle Tom, has been about the goat that got tired of
the symbol of the social outcast the noise a stream-lined train kept
among race-conscious Negroes. every time it passed the field
They have invested him with many where he was grazing, Cinders
more traits than Mrs. Stowe gave would get in the goat's eyes.
Smoke would choke his nostrils.
him in her world-shaking novel.
To present-day Negroes Uncle The train's whistle would wake
Tom stands for snivelling, grovell- him up out of needed naps. The
ing boot-licking. He's described as ground he stood on would somea "white folks' n—r", who'll cot- times shake under the heavy, rolltonnaouth away the lives of his ing weight of the train.
Well, the goat got tired pf it.
closest relatives and hest friends
just to stand in well with the ruling He wasn't afraid of the train. He
white majority. Young Negroes had his rights. And he was goat
have been taught to despise the enough to stand up for 'em against
image of an Uncle Tom, who takes any odds. So. • .the brave goat
everything that's piled on him in resolved to meet the train headthe .way of abuse and misuse, and on the next time it approached
never says a mumbling word in his area. . .and settle the mess
protest. They see Uncle Tom as once and for all.
a hymn-singing, knee-b endin g, Sure enough, he did. He met the
head-scratching, tooth-showing, il- train head-on. It was the goatliterate and ignorant coward, di- keeper who was heard to remark,
vested of every spark of the fire as he gathered goat remains off
that makes a man a man. To the railroad right-of-way, "He was
most Negroes even the memory of a brave goat; but his judgement
Uncle Tom is distasteful, leaving was bad as h--I!".
Brotherhood has had a hard to drive up to a Florida motel and Brotherhood becomes airborne and
them with the burning thought that It is a man, even a Negro road to travel in this world. But expect to find a place to sleep. takes its wings and cleaves tht
he should have long since been an Uncle Tom when he tries to perhaps we can take comfort from Jews are somewhat more hopeful sky and flies like an eagle al'
buried in an unknown grave, un- use good judgement in walking on the fact that at times the road than we are.
across the Republic, South ant!
the thin ice of race relations, which has been harder even than it is
wept, unhonored and unsung.
North, up and down, unhinderee
at
Concerning
look
Brotherhood,
right now seems to hang by a spid- now— and not just for the Negro.
SMALL VOICE
by clouds of Jim Crow and bigot.
Chinese,
imported
into
the
U.
the
But, out of the "Shadows", yet er's web over a yawning pit of Look at the American Indian, for S. A. in the early days of the West ry, and unafraid of the rumbling!
comes the still, small voice with chaos?
example. The Redskin was not to help build railroads and do the of provincial intolerance. Thal
For the sake of our complexes even extended a little finger of the
a reminder of the still existing
heavy pioneering work — but nev- Brotherhood Week and Negro His
need for a re-definition of the we need some new definitions of hand of Brotherhood before he was er given citizenship, and barred' tory Week should occur at one and
term Uncle Tom, Because as it is, Uncle Tom.
indentured into slavery, attacked, out as immigrants entirely when the same time during the yeasts'
driven off his land, pushed ever their labor was no longer needed. period of Lincoln's birthday is F
westward into the deserts, and Look at the Japanese who, even tribute to some people who ate
finally put on reservations without as citizens, were rounded up and trying to bring about Brotherhood.
the right to vote or buy a drink put into concentration camps hardCertainly all of us should heir'
of whiskey. Democracy was a ly a dozen years ago because we in this civiltied effort. To that end,
word in books meant for immi- were at war with a country many I suggest that each and every Negrant Americans, not the original of them had never seen. There are gro bestir himself a little bit more
ones who were here long before more German Americans in the this month than ever before on
Columbus.
IT, S. than Japanese, but these behalf of Brotherhood. Let's try
Look at the Jews, running hith- Nordics were not rounded up very hard to behave decently to
er and yon since the days of Moses wholesale and herded into concen- everyone ourselves. Then let's try
seeking a Promised Land. Europe tration pens. Brotherhood certain- to show everyone else how much
The belief in, also the practice for them — Then men have no
in the Middle Ages burned Jews ly went by the board then with a it would be to his advantage to beof meliorism is one of the evil time or interest in ethical and
have decently toward us. Let's try •
at the stake, put them on chopping vengeance.
aftermaths of war or following spiritual values.
blocks and cut them up, herded
to teach our children to respect
Look
at
the
Filipinos.
In
many
great prosperity.
Prosperity permits men to pur- them into ghettoes, and otherother races and other creeds than
The deprivations, the mental and chase their physical comforts and wise denied them even a whiff of West Coast towns before World our own.
War
II,
Filipinos
were
segregated
physical sufferings that wars cause allows them to chase their desirBrotherhood. In our time, Hitler
Then let's try to get the ma
humanity produce a psychic plane, ed environments — then men think did Jews to death in the gas ovens into the galleries or the back rows
of motion picture houses, just as terials of Negro history into all the
wherein, men believe that their they have no need for consideraof Germany, made them wear a
conditions are in a state of per- tion of ethical and spiritual val- yellow star on their coats for were Negroes. Many public places schools and all the places where
would not accommodate them. the great record of Negro achievefection if their physical comforts ues.
identification, and even stopped Chinese, Japanese, and Filipinos ment and Negro culture will help
are met and their environments
The practice of the doctrine of playing Jewish music in Nordic
all faced a color bar. Yet many create an atmosphere of greater
are to their liking, irrespective of meliorism is ths great human concert halls.
white Americans today cannoa un; respect for us in the minds of
the other hurrkan benefits. What- weakness of this age. Its greatest
The Jews have a long history of derstand why Americans are not those hitherto ignorant of what we
ever they consider is important to dangers lies in the fact that it has
getting for them these much de- almost completely captivated to- seeking Brotherhood and seldom liked in Asia. Maybe Asiatics have have given America and the wcfrld.
sired things has priority with day's youtlf Our economic theo- finding it. The last time I was in minds like elephants, who do not Thus let's help educate for Brothmen.
ries, our educational systems and Florida, I saw wayside signs up forget injuries quickly. How can erhood. Finally, let's all join the
NAACP and support our legal batMen will give more attention to our philosophies of governments in front of motels, RESTRICTED. they forget?
Brotherhood has had hard sailing tles for the protection of minority
their physical comforts and to be- also our ethical and religious prac- These signs meant "for Gentiles
ing in their desired environments tices and standards are being con- only." Naturally, nobody bother- in the Western World for a long rights in the name of the proposithen they will to their ethical and trolled by it. These can only make ed to put the word WHITE in time. Judging from Mississippt,'It tion, in Lincoln's words, "of liberincorporeal considerations.
for a poorer, a tasteless, a nar- front. Negroes know better than will be quite a while yet before ty and justice for all."
Men will fight hard and make row and fruitless life.
sacrifices to get physical comforts
Man's greatest concern and his
and to have their favorite sur- greatest attention should be given
roundings. Once they think they to his ethical and spiritual growth
have them out, they will fight and developments. It is these that
harder and sacrifice more to re- give tone, 'flavor, beauty, height,
tain them, if they think they are depth and width to life, for they
losing them. Wars deny men of enrich life and make life more
the physical comforts and types productive. They are the o n 1 y
of environments they seek, there- sources through which man can
fore, wars whet inen's appetites make his condition better.
Adlai Stevenson and President ing of the Supreme Court on seg- cratic values to the point when
may differ on a great regation.
we can be conquered from within
Eisenhower
s111111111111111111111111111111H11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
James F. Byrnes of South Caro- as well as from without.
many issues but as this is written
Finally, the greatest contribution
both have committed themselves lina; James 0. Eastland of Misin opposition to any anti-segrega- sissippi; Herman Talmadge- of we can make to the education of
tion amendment to the school con- Georgia; Marvin Griffin of Geor- modern youth would be the elimigia, and most of the government nation of jim crowism. The lesson
struction hill.
Stevenson and the President, of leaders of the South are the prod- that all men have inalienable
course, stoutly maintain that they ucts of public schools and some of rights that must be respected is
are champions of civil rights for the best universities. None of the more fundamental than all the
the underprivileged b r e th r e n. Dixiecrats have been regarded as brick and mortar in the world. If
They are for us and they think unschooled nor were they below we compromise on this issue of
that their present position on the average in their grades in school. equality today we may set off a
school bill will ultimately prove On the contrary you will find Phi chain of events that will render
Beta Kappas among the hate-mon- our schools, useless, empty monuthe wiser course in our behalf.
Both gentlemen seem, like many gers and some well "educated" ments to an ideal in which we had
Americans to attach more signifi- minds behind the masks of the no faith.
cance to the schoolroom than the Ku Klux Klan.
facts warrant. Most of us in Amer. The big point that I am trying
cabelieve that a school is a house to make is tha. the construction
of miracles into which innocent of more public schools as such will
Dear Editor: Emotional Stabillittle ignoramuses enter at early not necessarily contribute to our ity — Do we as a race like this?
age and a few years later emerge civil rights. I will be the first to Did God endow us with the same
as intelligent and worthwhile citi- agree that it should hut we have material He did the white race?
got to look at life as it is.
zens.
The Russian? The Chinese? The
At this stage in our national life, Japanese?
Everywhere we turn, we are told
believe that it is more importSo why is it we are so far bethat education and more education
will solve all of our race relations ant to put an end to segregation hind all these other races in
problems. All we have to do is in our school systenf than it is to achievement? Numerically we are
wait patiently until this magic pro- build more schools, if such a a great big race, often referred
cess finally catches up with all choice has to be made. Of course, te as being 400,000.000 people. What
the dumbbells and one day we the Dixiecrats could not kill an did we do way back in history
anti-segregation school bill if the that brought upon us such division,
shall be free.
This view of education, of course Northern Democrats and Republi- humility and suffering? I think we
is nonsense. The ugly truth is that cans sincerely presed the issue. have been fully penalized. — Edw.
there is nothing that is acquired The Dixiecrats get away edit Lewis, Chicago,
•
in the schoolrooms of the nation r order because they ars not honthat can make an individual give estly challenged.
We live in a world where raup his prejudices. What we call
education in America is too often cism is fast becoming an issue
Dear Editors As we enter the
that can lead to global warfare. year of Our lord Nineteen Huna bad joke anyway.
As a matter of fact, the long- The position of the U. S. in the dred and Fifty Six, may we reer some of our southern gentlemen world is being jeopardize, by white solve to give our service, minds
stay in school the more skilled suprsonacists. The national leader- and hearts to help bring about
and 2apable they become in per- ship is on the spot as never be- Statehood for Hawaii and Alaska;
petuating and propagating the ra- fore in history.
justice and recognition for or
cial hatreds that education was
Secondly, the moral fibre of our American Indians. These goals
supposed to eradicate. For proof nation should
strengthened re- mieht well be realized were we
of this all we ha:, ) do is to con- gardless of the world situation. to take a pen in hand and writ*
"IS THIS DANCE FORMAL . . . OR CAN I WEAR
sine the people who ale today We must keep the d onocratie faith i0 our Congressmen today.—Mare
MY OWN CLOTHES?"
leading the fight to deny the rul- or risk a disintegration of demo- garet Gordon, Amityville,
N. T.
,
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A CAPACITY CROWD braved
a rainy night to be with the
Fayette County Training school
last Friday night at their annual homecoming basketball
game. T h e school introduced
its first majorett squad during
the night and they put on a
wonderful show for the capacity audience. Fayette girls
defeated the visiting team
from Martin, Tenn., but the
boys dropped their game to
the visitors. It was a grand
night in Somervile, one of the
state's fast growing educational centers. Seated left to right
in photo upper left are Mrs. E.
H. McFerren, instructor; Miss
Margaret Pye, freshman at•

3- SHOW FOR NEGROES - 3
MON. FEB. 13.--ELLIS AUDITORIUM

SHRINENAHOAR"THODNCIRCUS
Matinees -1:30-3:30 Nite 8:15
All Seats At
AUD.BOX OFFICE

Children . • • •60
1.10
Adults

CHILDREN or ADULTS can purchase Circus Tickets thru any high school. Students for nite performance (8:15 P.M.) for only 50c - Plus high school selling most Shrine Circus Tickets receives

Satisfaction Guaranteed or No Charge

MADAM LENA

OLDS, MERCURYS,
PLYMOUTHS and DESOTOS
More Than 175 New Cars To Choose\From
START RIGHT
BE _HAPPY
DRIVE A NEW CAR HOME

Vote To Aid
Federal Civil
Rights Fight

GRAND RAPIDS, Mich, — Some
700 delegates to a United Auto
Workers Fair Practices conference held here recently announced their unanimous support of federal civil rights legislation and
called on Congress to deny seating to Sen. James Eastland of
Mississippi.
Sponsored jointly by the Michigan regions of the UAW and the
union's Fair Prractices and Anti'
Discrimination, department, t h e
conference met for three days in
the Pantlind hotel.
Banquet speaker, Roy Wilkins,
executive secretary of the N. A.
A. C. P., discussedt he Till case
and other aspects of a civil rights
fight being waged in Mississippi
Wilkins pointed out that Senator
F:astland was: "not the -1.hoice of
497,000 Negroes of voting age in
Aiisissippi. If they haft had a
chance to vote, sSen. Eastland
would not be in the U. S. senate

7th Daughter of the 7th Generation, Born With
Double Veil

LUCK - SUCCESS - HAPPINESS
ASKS NO QUESTIONS
Lucky Days and Lucky Dates FREE With Each Reading

— IF YOU WISH TO,—
Succeed in Business - Have Loved Ones Return - Hove Complete Happiness - Conquer Your Rivals - Have Go-ed" Luck - Succeed in Marriage - Know What You Are Best Suited For In Life.
WHITE AND COLORED WELCOME - LOOK FOR SIGN!
OPEN DAILY AND SUNDAY AT 10 A.M. TIL 9 P.M.
She does what others fail to do You hove tried the rest, now
try the best. You've heard her on th• air, you've seen her on the
screen, now see her in person. One sitting with her will convince
you that she .s for superior to any other reader.
If you are sick in body, or spirit or mind, if your health is not
good in any way, consult MADAM LENA. She can help you with
th• Lord's help. The lady with the Lucky and Healing Hand.

SPECIAL READING .. $1.00
Located in Pullman House Trailer on Highway Si, North 4 miles
North of Millington, Tennessee next to Shelby and Tipton 'County
Lioos sign. Licensed by State and County.

MID-WINTER SALE!

Firm Feels Effect Of
Merchants' Boycott

READER AND ADVISOR
PRICES WITHIN REACH OF ALL

tine Dickerson, Pattie Brooks,
Delola Ford, Barbara Jean Atkins, Eula Thurmon, Masetta
D. Franklin a n d Patricia
Cleaves. Lower left the majorettes continue their show of
high steps. Lower right, members of the cheering squad help
make the evening a lively one.
Seen are Clarissa Morris, Minni Jones, Emma J. Hall, Eunice Pointer, Betty Woody, Eugene Reed, Robert Jones, Annie Clark, Ida B. Clar k,
Douglass Murrell, Peggy Sullivan, Alfred Burtis, Claudett
Morrow, Rosie Marie Seaberrs, Shirley Ann Neal and Georgia Tucker. (Withers Photos)

Mr. Jolly said his company had
felt "the squeeze somewhat" but
added it was sometimes necessary
to "sacrifice business for principles."
Isiah Savage, one of the Negro
merchants involved , said the action was "spontaneous."
Milburn C. Jolly. operator of the'had broke off their businest with
The Jackson effort by Negroes
Dr. Pepper Bottling co. in Jack- him after learning he was one of
indicate that they are more and
son, Tenn., complained last week t h e prosegregation leaders w h o
More turning to economic retaliathat '12 or 13" Negro merchants signed the suit seeking to prevent I
tions as are 'practiced against
colleges which admit Negroes from them by prosegregation leaders. A
getting state funds.
co-op food center in South CaroLater in the week he said that lina grew out of such pressures
increased business from whites against Negroes and another
had ofset the slack caused by the group buys from merchants in androp in trade from the Negro busi- other city, traveling in motornessmen.
cades.

FREE WESTINGHOUSE CONSOLE
21" TV SET!

ALL READINGS CONFIDENTIAL

tendantl Miss Ernestine HarpI e t t, sophomore attendant;
Miss Margaret Thurman,
queen, senior; Miss Freddie
Mae Nelson, eighth grade attendant; Juliet Douglas, elementary queen, and Francean
Douglas, eighth grade. Stand.
ing: Principal John W. Kohlhelm. Larry Neal„ captain of
t h e boy's team; Helen Edwards, visiting queen; Miss
Dorothy Quarles, captain girl's
team; Fannie Mae Horner,
eighth grade, and Delores Jean
Carpenter. Upper right, school
majorettes put on a show for
the appreciative crowd. From
left are Dorothy Dye, Ernes-

1

Earlier Emil Mazey, UAW secretary treasurer, addressing the
conference, demanded that the se
ator be removed from the senate,
and Mississippi be placed "tinder
a Congressional trusteeship'' wthic
should continue "until the rikhts
of every citizen in that stale are
established and maintained."
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